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Abstract 
Colloidal science is an important branch of "soft condensed matter'·, which 
incorporates insights from chemistry, physics and biology. In this thesis, I will 
present the synthesis of fiuorescently labeled core-shell silica. colloids, and the 
laser scanning confocal microscopy studies of these colloidal silica. par ticles 
under an cxtcrn11l linear or rotating high-frequency alternM.ing electric fidel . 
The external AC field controls the averaged dipolar interaction between the 
silica microspheres. We investigated bond order parameters upon increasing 
the field and found the threshold of the field to form dual-particle bonds 
and the average bond direction dependence on the field. V/e also studied 
the pair correlation function of these silica colloids in external electric fields. 
:\1oreover, we studied the equilibrium sedimentation profiles oft hese colloidal 
suspensions and found the dependence of isothermal osmotic compressibility 
on the applied electric field energy. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In this chapter, we will introduce colloids, colloidal interaction forces and 
colloidal phase behavior. 'Ne will also review the effect of external electric 
fields on colloidal suspensions. Finally, the primary experimental method we 
used in the work of this thesis, confocal microscopy, will be described. 
1 
.---------------------------------~--
1.1 Colloids 
1.1.1 Definition of Colloids 
In 1861 Thomas Graham first gave the name colloid to the substances in 
an aqueous solution which could not pass through a parchment membrane 
when he was studying osmosis, after the Greek h".OA/\o' mca.ning glue [1]. He 
deduced that the low diffusion rates of colloidal particles implied they were 
fairly large, at least 1 nm in modem terms. On the other hand, the failure 
of the particles to sediment implied they had an upper size limit of approx-
imately 1 pm. Fluid or solid par ticles in this size range dispersed in a. fluid 
medium arc known as colloidal dispersions. Graham's definition of the range 
of colloidal particle sizes is still widely used today [2]: for example, polymer 
solut ions, blood cells and paint are all colloidal dispersions. 
Colloidal particles normally have at least one characteristic dimension at the 
length range of a few nanometers to a few micrometers, which arc much larger 
than the surrounding medium molecules so that. the medium can be regarded 
as a continuum characterized by macroscopic properties such as density, di-
electric constant and viscosity. But on the other hand, the colloidal particles 
are small enough to undergo Brownian motion, a phenomenon caused by 
fluctuations in the random collisions of medium molecules [1]. 
Use of colloids dates back to the earliest records of civilization, such as stabi-
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lized colloid11.l pigments used in Stone Age c11.ve paintings and manipulation 
of colloidal systems involved in ancient pottery making [2]. In the modern 
world, colloids still play an important role in science and industry. The food 
industry is a typical example that uses colloid techniques, as well as the 
production of paints and ceramic. Colloidal science is an important branch 
of "soft condensed matter". which incorporate subjects such as chemistry, 
physics and biology. The properties of colloids that interest physicists are 
their potential to invent novel materials by controlling crystallinity (such as 
photonic bandgap materials) or by controlling rheological properties (such as 
electrorheological fluids, which we will discuss more in the next section), as 
well as their function as a model system to study condensed matter. 
As a model system of condensed matter (i.e. atoms and molecules), col-
loids had been shown in the 1970's [3] to have structures and inter-particle 
forces which can be treated in the same way as in simple liquids. Therefore, 
statistical mechanical concepts used in the theory of simple liquids can be 
11.nalogized to an ensemble of colloids, leading to. for example, similar equa-
tions of state when the pressure is replaced by osmotic pressure. Indeed, the 
phase behavior of colloidal systems, such as freezing and melting of colloidal 
crystals, shows striking resemblance to that of atomic or molecular systems. 
The thermodynamic analogy can be utilized to experimentally study con-
densed matter theories [2]: 
• The large size of colloids (lnm - lprn) allows for easy experimental 
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techniques to probe colloids, such as light scattering and microscopy. 
But for a tomic or molecular systems this is either very difficult or im-
possiblr. 
• Also due to the large size of colloids, the typical time scale for col-
loidal processes is long enough to study real-time dynamics of colloidal 
particles using simple microscopy techniques. 
• Phase transitions can be easily achieved in colloids by changing the 
particle and solvent properties, or adding an external field such as au 
electric field or a magnetic field. One can easily modify inter-particle 
forces in colloids; this is too difficult or perhaps impossible for atomic 
or molecular systems. 
1.1.2 Forces in Colloidal Systems 
The forces in colloidal systems play a critical role in studies of colloidal dy-
namics and phase behavior. The simplest model is to assume all colloidal 
particles are hard-sphere like, which means there is no interaction between 
colloidal particles beyond their radius but there is infinitely large repulsion 
between particles on contact. The phase behavior of hard-sphere colloids was 
studied by Pusey and van Megen [4, 5]. The only parameter that determines 
the phase behavior of ideal hard-sphere particles is the volume fraction of 
particles, ¢. In a dilute system (¢ ----t 0), particles are far away from each 
other H.ncl bchRvc like H. dilnte gas. So long as ¢ < 0.49, thr system will be-
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have like a fluid. If we keep increasing ¢ the system will show a fluid-crystal 
coexistence phase for 0.49 < ¢ < 0.54. For cp > 0.54, the colloids behave like 
a solid. The system can be compressed up to¢= 0.74 which i. the maximum 
volume fraction for close packing. However. Pusey and van l\ [egen [5] al o 
showed that the system can be trapped in an amorphous or gla. s phase when 
¢is larger than approximately 0.58 and well below 0.64, the volume fraction 
of random dose packing of spheres. 
\lost real colloidal . ystems are normally more complicated than hard spheres. 
because forces other than short-range r pulsion exi t in colloidal systems, 
which also lead to a richness in the phase behavior. A short discussion about 
forces in colloidal dispersions is pre ented here (we only discuss the simple 
case, i.e. size-monoc.lispersed spherical particles in pure liquid or electrolyte 
solution) [1. 2, 6, 7] . Forces between colloidal particles and solvent include: 
• Brownian force, which represents th Lhermal energy of mol ular chaos, 
has a magnitude of O(k8 T/CJ), wl ere ku is Boltzmann's constant, T 
is absolute temperature, and CJ is a representative length, e.g. particle 
diameter (same below). 
• Viscous force on a particle moving at a velocity v through a medium 
of viscosity ''7 is 0 (-1]CJ v). 
Inter-particle forces include: 
• The attractive van der \tVaals fore . between two colloi lal particles (also 
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known as the dispersion force) may cause aggregation for :olloidal par-
ticles. One can calculate the disper ·ion force by summing ov r van der 
Vvaals forces from all pairs of molecules from different patti les [8]. re-
sulting in a magnitude of 0 ( H rJ / h) at short particle epara tions. The 
Hamaker constant H depends on the nature of the particle and the 
medium in b tween. h is the separation between two particles. 
• The repulsive electrostatic double-layer forces can keep th colloidal 
system stable against the dispersion force. In most ca es. particularly 
in polar media colloidal particles possess an electrostati barge due 
to the dissociation of their "urface groups. which will get them charged 
and repulsing each other. The colloidal suspension as a whole is elec-
trically neutral, so the counterions in the solvent move onto the palti-
cles and form an electrostatic double-layer, which affects considerably 
the electrostatic forces between colloidal particles. The final repulsive 
electrostf\t.ic double-layer force is of a magnitude of O(Cc-"h) at short 
particle separations, where Cis a constant , h is the separation, and K;- l 
is called the Debye-Hi.ickel screening length (or Debye l ngth). The De-
bye length here is normally much smaller than particle size in colloidal 
systems (close to hard spheres) and can be decreased by increasing sol-
vent ionic strength (i.e. salt concentration) in colloidal dispersions. K - 1 
is an important parameter indicating the "softness' of the dispersion, 
about which we will show more details in 3.1.1. 
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• Derj aguin and Landau (1941) and Verwey and Overbeck (1948) inde-
pendent ly explained t he st ability of colloids by combining t he att ractive 
>. 
O'l ,_ 
(]) 
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w 
disper. ion force and repulsive el ctrostatic double-layer force, which is 
commonly known as the DLVO t heory. In this theory the free energy 
of interaction in its simplest form i. [7]: 
v: Ha C' -;;h in t = - 12h + ·e , ( 1. 1) 
where a is part icle radius. From DLVO theory we can obtain the 
schematic diagram of the variation of free energy with particle scp-
aration, which is shown in Figm c 1.1. The DLVO theory proposes that 
, Repulsive 
\ 
\ 
I 
;" 
; Attractive 
Particle Separation 
>. 
O'l ,_ 
(]) 
c 
w 
\ 
\ 
' 
' 0~~~========== ; ,. ~~. 
,' Secondary Minimum 
Particle Separation 
(a) Fl'ee energy vs. par ticle separation. (b) At higher salt concentrations. 
F igure 1.1: Schematic diagram of the variation of free energy with particle 
separation according to DLVO theory [9] . The two pictmes correspond to 
different 1-1.- 1 . (a) The net energy is given by t he sum of the double layer 
repulsion and the van der Waals attractive forces that the par ticles experience 
as they approach one another. (b) The diagram at higher salt concentrations 
shows the possibility of a secondary minimum. 
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an energy barrier resulting from th0 r0pulsivc forc0 prevents two patti-
des from approaching one another and adhering togeth r (Figure 1.1 a). 
But if the particles collide with ufficient energy to overcome that bar-
rier. the at. tractive force will pull them into contact wher . th y adhere 
strongly and irreversibly together. In certain situations ( .. g. in high 
salt concentrations) . there is a 1 ossibility of a "s conctary minimum" 
wher . a much weaker and potentially r versible adh sion b tween par-
tide~ exi ·t (Figure 1.1b). These weak floc are sufficiently stable not 
to be broken up by Brownian motion but may dissociate under an 
externally applied force such as vigorous agitation. 
Besides partid -solvent interactions and inter-particle interactions, .xternal 
fields also play an important role in colloi lal phase behavior. 'I'h mo t com-
mon external fi lcl is gravitation. which gives the effective gravitational force 
(combined with buoyancy) F9 = ~1ra3 .6.pg for spherical colloi lal particles, 
where o is particle ctiametcr and .6.p is ctensity difference between particle 
and surrounding fluid and g i acceleration clue to gravity. Gravitational 
force is negligibl if the gravitational length [9 = k8 T / F9 is much larger than 
particle diam t r. But in our cas it i not negligible a l9 ~ 2a (we have 
l9 = 1.92 ttm for Experiment S1 and S2 (0.77 pm cliamet r spheres) and 
l9 = 0.59 l'.m for Experiment 11 (1.14 Jrm diameter spheres)). External elec-
tric or m;1,gnet.ic: ficlcts arc also important. methods to modify inter-particle 
forces and therefore asily modify phase behaviors in colloidal sy tems. We 
will introduc external electric fields, which are more inter sting in our case. 
in the next section. 
1. 2 Colloids in External Electric Fields 
Colloidal particle in a11 external el ctric field whose diel ctric con tant is 
different from that of the nonpolari7.a ble solvent acquire an le tric dipole 
moment parallel to the exten al field [10]. The behavior of th colloids is 
governed by tlw dipole-dipole interaction. whose strength can be tuned by 
the magnitude of the field. Sinc.;e their rheological proper ties (vi c.;o::;ity, yield 
stress. shear modulus, etc) can be rev rsibly changed by th external field, 
such suspensions ar called electrorheological (ER) fluids. Similarly th re 
exists magnetorheological (:~1R) fluids for xternal magnetic fields. 
The energy of dipolar interaction shown in Figure 1. 2a [10] is given by [11] 
(1.2) 
where j3 = e:p+-_~ 1 , Ep and E 1 arc dielectric constants for colloidal particles ep - O:J 
and the urrouncling fluid. and a is the particle radius. EJ h re i th local 
field energy, wh re E0 . for the simpl t case. is a high frequ n y (mega-
Hertz) sinusoidal AC field. The field fr qu ncy is so high that particles can 
only sec an averaged field and the eff cts of ion migra.tion arc minimized. 
e is the angle between separation R and Eo . R here is limited to be mnch 
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(a) (b) 
2a 
Figure 1.2: Dipole-dipole interactions. (a) Field induced dipoles (white ar-
rows) on colloidal particles with radius a interact with each other. (b) When 
field is strong enough colloidal particles form a (;hain along field. 
greater than particle radius, i.e. R »a, given that the dipole induced by the 
external field is not affected by neighboring particles, known as the point-
dipole approximation. We can see that three salient characteristics from 
Equation 1.2 are: 
• Angular dependence. The interaction switches sign at B0 ~ 54.T where 
3 cos2 e - 1 = 0. So the dipolar interaction is attractive when e < Bo, 
and repulsive when e > 80 . This leads to head-to-toe chain formation 
of colloiclal particles when the field is strong enough (see Figure 1. 2b). 
• Particle size dependence. Udip strongly depends on a as it changes as 
a6. 
• The interaction can be tuned by external field , which provides a (;On-
venient method for studying phase transition in colloids as the dipo-
10 
lar interaction dominates in colloids when the applied field is strong 
enough. 
In addition, we introduce the "lambda parameter" A describing the relative 
strength of electric dipolar energy to thermal energy: 
(1.3) 
A is dimensionless as it is the ratio of dipolar energy to thermal energy. Here 
a6 / R'.'l is reduced to ~a.3 as the particles closely interact (R--+ 2a). We can 
rewrite the dipolar energy as: 
(1.4) 
where a = 2o. is the diameter of spheres. 
Since the late 1980's, the equilibrium structure of ER fluids has seen a 
resurgence and is an interesting subject for many theoretical and exper-
imental studies. In an earlier theoretical study on electric field induced 
phase transition, Tao et al. found that the colloidal system experiences 
a liquid-solid phase transition when the applied field exceeded a critical 
strength [12]. Later Tao and Sun proposed the structure for the ground 
state of the induced ER solid to be a body-centered-tetragonal (bet) lattice 
with a1 = J6ax, a2 = J6ay, a3 = 2az, where a is the particle radius [13]. 
11 
Then Tao et al. confirmed this structure with Monte Carlo simulation [14] 
and a laser diffraction experiment [15] . With the development of confocal 
microscopy (which will be introduced in the next section), real-space studies 
of colloidal structures became possible. The three-dimensional bet structure 
of silica colloidal spheres was first observed with confocal microscopy by Das-
sanayake et al. [16] . 
Yethiraj et al. demonstrated the tunability of the "softness" and the dipolar 
inten·lctions of density matched colloidal dispersions by chc-mging the salt con-
centration and external electric field, and the corresponding phase diagrams 
mimicking atomic crystals [17]. The real-space access of colloidal structures 
V'ia confocal microscopy, combined with the tunability through ext rnal fields, 
provides a powerful method to study colloidal phase behavior and therefore 
gives better nndcrstanding of phase t ransitions in atomic systems such as 
the melting transition [17] and the martensitic transition (i.e. a dif!'usionless 
crystal-crystal transition) [18] . 
Colloids form chains along a linear external AC electric field, but will not 
"crystallize" into the bet structure if the volume fraction of colloidal par-
ticles is low. The kinetics of the colloidal chain-growth at relatively high 
fields (k V /em) has been extensively studied using different methods such as 
digital video microscopy [19] and light scattering [20] . However, quantitative 
investigations into the low field (and low volume fraction) situation where 
12 
,------------------ ----------
colloidal particles start to approach their nr.arest neighbors and form two-
particle-bond have not been done yet . Our research addresses the following 
issues (see chapter 3 for detail): 
• Characterization of colloid structure at low electric fields (A ;S 300) and 
low volume fraction (¢ ;S 30%) with varions order parameters (bond 
density order parameter (31 , bond orientational order parameter o:0 , as 
well as the pair correlation function g( r)). 
• The feasibility of modifying colloid structure dramatically by switching 
from linr.ar to rotating electric fields 
• The use of gravitational sedimentation profiles to detect apparent os-
motic compressibility (XT) in almost hard-sphere-like colloids. 
1.3 Experimental Methods in Colloidal Study 
The techniques typically used to study colloids fall into three categories [6] : 
scattering (such as x-ray, neutron and laser scattering) , rheology and mi-
croscopy. Light scattering, which normally uses laser light in the visible 
spectrum, is the most popular technique among scattering techniques as the 
wavelength of the scattering source is close to the si7.e of colloidal par ticles. 
This technique accurately measures both structnrc and dynamics of colloidal 
suspensions by averaging over large ensembles of the colloidal system, but 
fails to probe details of local structure on the single particle level. The 
13 
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rheological technique, which studies the response of the colloids to external 
perturbations [21], is also not appropriate for our study because it lacks a 
direct probe into short length scale structure unless incorporated with optical 
techniques [22, 23]. In principle, optical microscopy can be used as a. probe of 
local structure. But obtaining three-dimensional structure information from 
conventional optical microscopy is impossible. 
In order to study the local two-particle-bond formation iu colloids, we used 
laser scanning confocal microscopy (confocal microscopy for short), which, 
when combined with refractive index matching and colloids with fluorescent. 
labeled core and nonfluorcsccnt labeled shell (sec chapter 2 for more detail), 
has numerous advantages compared to conventional optical microscopy and 
other techniques as shown below. 
Better resolution 
A laser scanning confocal microscope incorporates two principal ideas [6]: 
point by point illumination of the sample and rejection of out of focus light . 
Figure 1.3 shows a. basic optical path in a. typical confocal microscope: Laser 
source (black line) coming out of a screen with pinhole (P1) is directed by 
a dichroic mirror to two mirrors which can respectively scan in the x and 
y directions. The laser then passes through the microscope objective and 
excites the fluorescent sample. The frequency of fluorescent light (gray line) 
emitted from sample objects is lower than that of the laser, as its photon en-
14 
Laser 
Dichroic 
Mirror 
Fluorescent Sample 
Detector 
(PMT) 
Figure 1.3: Schematic setup of confocal system. Pl and P2 are two screens 
with adjustable pinhole. Black line is incoming laser light, gray line is exci-
tation light from fluorescent sample. 
15 
crgy is lower than the absorbed photon. The rmittrd flnorrscrnt light gors 
back through th same path as the laser and passes the dichroic mirror as its 
frequency is lower than the laser (i.e. longer wavelength). Finally. the fluo-
rescent light passes a pinhole (P2) placed in the conjugate focal (hence the 
term confo al) plane of the sample (. ee Figure 1.4) . Therefore the light out 
Foca l• plane 
I 
I 
I 
Figure 1.4: S hematic drawing of conjugate focal pinhole . howing the func-
tion of pinhole: in the confocal microscope system, only the light signal from 
the conj ugate focal point. of the pinhole in front of the dete Lor can pa. s 
through th pinhole. This focal point is th pla<.;e we observe our fluorescent 
sample. Light from any position out of fo<.;u (gray lin ) will b excluded by 
the pinhole. 
of focus will be excluded by the pinhole and only the in-focus sampl emit-
ted light can finally reach the detector such as a photomultiplier tub (PMT). 
The rcsolntion of the confocal microscope is higher than conventional op-
tical microscope not only because pinhole P2 rejects light out of focus, but 
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also due to the function of Pl [24]. We know that the image of a point laser 
source is not a perfect point but an Airy disk, whose intensity mainly concen-
trates in the center as shown in Figure 1.5. The light intensity distribution 
>-
...... 
·u; 
c 
Q) 
...... 
c 
Radius 
Figure 1.5: Intensity vs Radius diagram of a Airy disk. Central dash line is 
located at zero radius, i.e. center of the light spot. 
is given by the point-spread function (PSF) of the microscope lent> system. 
In the focal plane PSF is ideally given by [25] 
( 1.5) 
where J1 (1J) is the first-order Bessel function, 1J = 21r(NA)rj>.. = kr(NA), 
r is the distance from the center point, and N A = n sine is the numerical 
aperture of the lens (n, is refractive index of immersing medium of the lens 
and e is half the total collecting angle of the lens). From Equation 1.5 we 
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obtain that the first minimum of intensity occms at radius ?'1 = 0.6U/ N A. 
Within this about 82% of the total intensity is included. On the other hand, 
the distribution of excitation fluorescent light in the plane of detection is 
proportional to the square of the PSF. Therefore, we use the Pl pinhole to 
make our laser source close to a perfect point light source, which can greatly 
enhance the resolution of the detected image from excitation light. Figmc 
1.6 shows a confocal image of almost monodispersed core-shell silica colloids 
with 1.14 {tm diameter (3.4% polyclispersity) and 0.47 {llll fluorescent core. 
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Figure 1.6: x-y view confocal image of 1.14 {ll11 core-shell silica colloids. This 
is the bottom layer of a sample with approximately 4% volume fraction. The 
area shown in this image is 60{tmx60{lm, 1x magnification. 
The localization of the image of the point laser source is even worse along 
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the z direction (i.e. along the optical axis). The PSF for a plane containing 
the optical axis is given by a different form: 
( 1.6) 
where u = 27r(N A)2z/(n)...) = k(N A)2 z/n,;:; is the distance along the optical 
axis. Here the first minimum is normally larger than that of the x-y plane, 
which explains why we need to zoom the x dimension by a. factor of 2 to get 
a. more spherical looking (shown in Figure 1. 7) side view of colloids sediment 
as the particles in z direction appear to be longer than a.ctua.l size (sec morC' 
details in 2.2.2). 
Figure 1. 7: x-z view confocal image of core-shell silica colloids. Rebuilt 
confocal image for the side view of sedimented 0. 77 1m1 silica. colloids, where 
zoomed ratio is x:z = 2: 1. 
In addition to optical resolution enhancements from confocal imaging, the 
core-shell silica colloidal sample also gives better effective resolution because 
only the fluorescent cores contribute to the signal; the nonfluorescent shell 
is invisible in a refractive index matched medium. Thus the signal from two 
touching spheres is well separated. For example, the white dots in Figure 
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1.6 arc actually the fluorescent cores of tonching core-shell spheres. Most of 
them appear to be well separated except for a few aggregates and impurities. 
Probe a sample deep inside 
Conventional microscopy suffers from the multiple scattering problem which 
is caused by the scattered light from objects when imaging deep into a. sample. 
However, a sample with the refractive index of objects (which are fluorescent. 
labeled) matched to that of surrounding medium can solve this problem. 
Multiple scattering light is minimized and only the fluorescent light from the 
labeled objects will be collected. Besides. refractive index matching can also 
minimize the attractive dispersion force preventing unwanted sample aggre-
gation. 
In the following chapters, we will introduce our experimental preparation 
for colloidal study utilizing confocal microscopy, detailed procedures of ex-
periments and finally the results and discussion. 
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Chapter 2 
Experimental Preparation 
This chapter describes the experimental tools required for the confocal mi-
croscopy research presented in this thesis, including: 
• Section 2.1, fiuorescent-nonfiuorescent core-shell microspheres synthesis 
for confocal microscopy samples. 
• Section 2.2. IDL programming for confocal image processing. 
• Section 2.3, electric field construction for external field applied on om 
samples. 
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2.1 Synthesis Of Colloidal Silica Microspheres 
This section describes the synthesis of core-shell spherical colloidal silica 
particles. The synthesis followed Stober's method [26] and Giesche condi-
tions [27, 28], and the experimental details also followed a recent M.Sc. the-
sis [29] and the work of van Blaaderen et rd. [30]. 
This method is based on the hydrolysis of tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) 
and subcequent condensation of silica in an alcoholic solution of water and 
ammonium hydroxide under certain reaction conditions. The silica conden-
sation forms a porous network and grows isotropically from the nuclei and 
finally forms spherical particles. The core-shell particle synthesis consisted 
of two stages. The first stage was the synthesis of fluorescent-labeled silica 
seeds with a fluorescent dye for confocal imaging. In the second stage, a 
nonfluorescent shell was grown onto these cores. A two-stage synthesis has 
three advantages: the nonfiuorescent shell can separate the fluorescent cores 
and give a better resolution for confocal microscopy; the shell will also pro-
tect the fluorescent core and suppress the bleaching of the dye while imaging; 
moreover. the growth of the shells on the fluorescent seeds can decrease the 
polydispersity of the seeds. 
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2.1.1 Nonfluorescent Silica Particles 
::-Jonflnorcsccnt silica particles (batches name 1 11. NL2, NL 7, where _ L 
stands for ing Li, and the numbers indicate synthesis sequence for differ-
ent batches) were prepared from TEOS in a solut ion of ethanoL water and 
ammonium hydroxide. The reaction process is described by th se two steps: 
and 
Si(OH)4 
:--!113 
thllnol 
. 1!3 
ethanol 
(2 .1) 
(2.2) 
The silica condensate, which has a microscopic structure of disord red net-
works, was the spherical colloidal particles we produced. 
Materials preparation 
Anhydrous ethyl alcohol (Commercial Alcohols Inc., bp 78 OC) was freshly 
distilled before use (the general rules for the chemistry experiments we did 
followed a chemistry laboratory manual [31]). We used an existing thanol 
distillation set.np courtesy of Professor Morrow (Figure 2.1 shows the setup). 
First some boiling stones were added to t.hc two-neck round-bottom flask (2 
Liter capacity), and then anhydrous alcohol was added to two thirds of the 
whole flask volume. One of t he necks was closed after adding alcohol, the 
other one was connected to a water cooled distillation column, with a graded 
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capacity of 125 mL. All the joints of glassware were clamped to prevent un-
wanted falling or pop-up. The bottom of the two-neck flask was held by 
a heating mantle. A power setting of "35o/c " on the variac power display 
corresponded to the stable temperature for distilling alcohol (slightly higher 
than the bp of alcohol). \Vater cooling was turned on before heating started, 
and was carefully controlled not to be too strong or too weak during thr 
whole distillation, by watching the oil pressure indicator conn cted to the 
inner environment of the distillation column. The inner pressure was slightly 
higher than 1 atm. When alcohol condensate started to form. it was kept re-
fluxing back to the two-neck flask for about 15 minutes to suppre. s possible 
organic impurities. Collection of the alcohol condensate in the distillation 
column was then begun. As the capacity of the column was limited, the 
distilled alcohol was transferred to another container when the column was 
full (approximately 100 mL) . In case ther . was any impurity in th distilled 
alcohol releasing path, the first 100 mL was discarded. When the alcohol left 
in the flask was less than approximately 100 mL. heating was stopped and 
water cooled for another 30 minntes. 
TEOS (Fluka, pun.m1. 2:: 98.0%. bp 16 oC) was also freshly distilled be-
fore use. Three round-bottom flasks (500 mL, 24/40 joint) were washed with 
95% alcohol and dried in the oven before use. One of the fla. k was filled 
with some boiling stones at the bottom, and TEOS t.o two thirds of the flask 
volume. The chematic for this setup is shown in Figure 2.2. The fla k with 
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Figure 2.1: Ethanol distillation setup: in the photograph, the cylindrical 
heating mantle is holding the two-neck round-bottom flask. The distillation 
column with water cooled tubing is sitting on the straight neck of the flask, 
held by clamps. The distilled ethanol will come to the white plastic container 
when the right screw (black cap) of the distillation column is loosened. 
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boiling stones was held by a h ating m11ntle anct a metal lab jack. It was 
connected to a condenser (air cooled) by a three-way adapter, with th other 
end of the adapter closed by a stopper. The condenser was connected to a 
vacuum adapter. connected to anoth r 500 mL round-bottom Aa k for col-
lecting TEOS cond nsate, and also to a drying tube to prevent hydrolysis 
of TEOS. A varia.ble transformer (Powerstat. 3PN116C) was nsed as power 
supply for th heating mantle and ·' 5" (out of "140'' ) on pow r li play gave 
a stable temperature for TEOS distillation (·lightly higher than the bp of 
TEOS). The dropping rate of condensed TEOS was about 3 lrops per sec-
ond. To suppr ss the impurity of TEO , th . first 20 mL wer discarded. All 
the joints of glassware were clamped. Heating was stopped when the original 
TEOS left in the first fia k was less than approximately 30 mL. 
The distillation of TEOS was necessary because the trial we atlempLecl with-
out distilling TEOS, named as \fLO, had the re. ult that the particles ·were 
not as spherical as 11,2.7, which is dear from the comparison SEM images 
of NLO colloids (Figme 2.3) and SEM images of ILl and NL2 colloids (Fig-
ures 2.4a 2.L1c). This may be clue to pr mature hydrolysis of TEOS in the 
unclistilled TEOS, which can be exclu led by distilling it. 
Ammonium hydroxide (28% to 30%, Caledon) was of reagent grad , Sulfu-
ric acid (95% to 9 %. Caledon) anct hyctrogen peroxicte (29(1(, to 32%, ACP) 
were used for making "piranha" elution. Di tilled water wa tak n from 
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heating mantle 
Figure 2.2: Schematic drawing of TEOS distillation setup 
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Figure 2.3: SEM image of nonfiuorescent silica particles :'-JLO 
Barnstead Fi-Streem III GlassStill system (at the lab of Professor Poduska) . 
95% alcohol (Commercial Alcohols Inc.) was used for cleaning. An ana-
lytical balance (Mettler, AE260) was used for all mass measurements. A 
centrifuge (Sorvall, Legend Mach 1.6) was used after synthesis for separat-
ing the colloids from water and ammonium hydroxide. Fishcrbrand 50 mL 
Falcon cent rifuge tubes and 1.5 mL micro tubes (Sarstedt) were used for 
centrifugation. Colloids were redispersed after centrifugation by placing in 
an ultrasonic bath (Bransonic, model 8510R-DTH) for a few hours. Small 
amounts of liquid were taken by Fisherbrand disposable glass pipettes, a.nd 
small amounts of powder were taken by Fishcrbrand spatula. Measuring 
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small amounts of liquid was done by pipettors (Fisherbrand. finnpipette II) 
and tips of same brand, or by 5 mL syringes (HSvV) . A Fisher Isotemp 500 
Series oven was used for the drying of glassware. A hot plate stirrer (Barn-
stead Thermolyne) and a stir bar (PTFE-coated , 1 in. x 1/3 in .) was used 
for stirring and heating the reaction vessel. 
Equipment Preparation 
A 1 L three-neck round-bottom flask, a 250 mL Erlenmeyer flask, as well 
as a 50 mL and a 100 mL measuring cylinder, were used in synthesis. All 
glassware (including the magnetic stir bar) was washed with piranha solution. 
Face shield and thick rubber gloves must be used for protection when using 
piranha solnt ion, as it is a strong oxidizer. The piranha washing was done 
in a fume hood. A 2 L beaker filled with tap water was prepared next to 
the fume hood. in order to wash off any piranha solution on the gloves. To 
make piranha solut ion, 70 ml of sulfuric acid was first added into the 100 
mL measuring cylinder, then 30 ml of hydrogen peroxide was added into the 
same cylinder. One should always add the peroxide into the acid, not the 
other way around. The mixing reaction of peroxide and acid is exothermic, 
so the mixture became very hot immediately after mixing. The hot piranha 
solution was carefully t ransferred into the round-bottom flask. Three glass 
stoppers (joint 24/ 40) were used to close all the openings of the flask and 
held t ightly with hands in case of pop-ups. The flask was slowly rotated in 
ordered to wet the inside of the flask completely with piranha ·olut ion. The 
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solution was then transferred back to the 100 mL cylinder and kept in thcrr 
for a few minutes before t ransferring back to the flask. This procedure was 
repeated three t imes to clean the 100 mL cylinder and 1 L flask. The same 
procedure was used to clean the 50 mL cylinder and t he 250 mL Erlenmeyer 
flask. Once finished , the piranha solution was transfen ecl to a glass bottle 
or a beaker and neutralized with soda ash before disposing into a sink. All 
glassware washed with piranha solution was rinsed with distilled water until 
the pH was 7 ( "Accutint" pH indicator was used). They were then rinsed 
wit h 95% alcohol and dried in the oven. 
Colloid Synthesis Setup and P rocedure 
The synthesis was clone in the fume hood. The set up was as follows: the 
middle neck of t he three-neck round-bottom flask was held on the frames in 
the fume hood; the stirrer was then placed under the flask. The height of 
the clamp was adjusted to ensure the bottom of the flask was close to the 
surface of the stirrer , so that the stir bar could smoothly stir. 
Since the capacity of our reaction vessel was 1 L, the total amount of reagents 
should not exceed approximately 700 mL. Therefore, the amount of reagents 
were scaled clown from t he data. in Dannis 't Hart's thesis [29]. 525 mL of 
distilled anhydrous alcohol, 52.5 mL of ammonium hydroxide and 21 mL of 
TEOS were used in this synthesis, having thr total amount of 598.5 mL. 
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First, 250 mL Erlenmeyer was used to transfer 125 mL distilled alcohol into 
the round-bottom flask through the right hand side opening. 52.5 mL of 
ammonium hydroxide was then transferred to the flask through the same 
opening by the 100 mL cylinder. Another 200 mL of alcohol was then trans-
ferred through this opening in order to rinse the ammonium hydroxide on 
the wall of the flask, which otherwise may cause a high concentration of am-
monium hydroxide in that area and affect the result. After adding alcohol 
and ammonium hydroxide, the stirrer was started to mix the ethanol and 
ammonium hydroxide. TEOS was then added through the left hand side 
opening by the 50 mL cylinder under a vigorous stirring. This should be 
done as fast as possible to suppress the hydrolysis of TEOS in the air. The 
openings of the flask should be closed by the three glass stoppers during the 
whole synthesis. 
The reaction start time was recorded. After one minute, the stirring speed 
was slowed down to a gentle stirring so that there was only a shallow vortex 
at the center of the surface of solution (approximately 200 rpm) . After 10 
minutes the solution turned slightly milky, indicating the silica started con-
densing. \i\Tithin 60 minutes. the solution turned very milky, indicating most 
of the silica condensate already formed. The gentle stirring was continued 
for 5 hours. The colloidal suspension was then transferred to twelve 50 mL 
Falcon tubes. 
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Particle Transfer 
The synthesized colloids were t ransferred as soon as possible to an ethanol 
medium for two reasons. A high ammonium hydroxide concentration, i.e. a 
high pH, gives a high ionic strength, which can decrease the thickness of the 
double layer (see 1.1. 2 for more details) of the par ticles, destroy the charge 
stability and shorten the distances between particles. Although the increased 
pH here, which is above the isoclectric point of silica (abont 3) . may cansc 
more surface group dissociation and finally increase the surface charge of 
silica microspheres, t he decreasing of the electrostatic double layer still dom-
inates and turns out to overcome the repulsive effect of the increased surface 
charge. The van der Waals force between these par ticles, however, is only 
very strong at short rlistances. So this force may canse irreversible aggre-
gation to the particles approaching each other at short distances. Besiclet>, 
the smell of ammonium hydroxide may cause inconvenience when working 
with these colloids. Therefore, the colloidal suspension was centrifuged to 
separate silica particles and the solution containing ammonium hydroxide. 
An 800 rpm x 4 hours centrifugation was used for these nonfiuorescent sil-
ica part icles ( ILl, NL2, NL 7). After centrifugation, most of the part icles 
sedimented to the bottom and the supernatant was clear. The Falcon tubes 
were then carefully taken out from the centrifuge, and kept vertical in case 
the sediments redisperse to the solution. The supernatant was then removed 
with glass pipettes. The tubes were then refilled wit h anhydrous ethanol (not 
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redistilled), and ultrasonicatccl in the ultrasonic bath for a few homs. Water 
cooling (via a lab-made copper tube coil in the ultrasonic bath) was used 
for long-time ultrasonication. as the ultrasonication heated the water in the 
bath. Redispersion of colloids is more efficient if accompanied by frequent 
vortexing. There is a t rade off between centrifuge time and ultrasonication 
time. If one usc high-speed centrifugation, shorter time is needed for colloids 
sedimentation, but longer time is required to reclisperse by ultrasonication; 
on the other hand, lower speed of centrifugation need longer time to sedi-
ment the colloids, but shorter time is required for redispersion. The exact 
time and speed of centrifuge were different for different. particles (see Table 
2. 2 for detailed centrifuge and ultrasonication t ime) . 
This centrifugation, decantation, adding fresh ethanol and redispersion pro-
cedure was repeated 3 times or more, until there was no ammonia smell in 
the colloids. One can also test the pH of the colloids to ensure there is no am-
monimn hydroxiclc left. The colloids were then transferred to a glass bottle, 
and labeled by the batch name. 
Polydispersity Analysis 
Particle size distribution and polydispersity was obtained using scanning elec-
tron microscope (SEM) images of silica particles dried on a. glass substrate. 
The dried particles might appear slightly smaller on SEM than the size mea-
smcd with light scattering techniques, which give the real hydrodynamic size 
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of particles. These images were analyzed using an image-processing software 
ImageJ (version 1.37v) and statistics done using a graphical analysis software 
Igor Pro (version 5.03). The procedure was as follows: a line was manually 
drawn across the center of each particle in the SEM image to get a diam-
eter of each particle, with correct scale setting from the scale bar on the 
SE:vi image. The diameters were recorded in a graphical analysis software 
Igor Pro and the statistics were obtained. The average particle diameter of 
nonfiuorescent silica colloids 11 (Figure 2.4a) was 0.37 pm, with a poly-
dispersity of 14.1% (Figure 2.4b). and N12 (Figure 2.4c) was 0.34 pm. with 
a polydispersity of 9.4% (Figure 2.4d) . The SEM images and particle size 
distribntion of \f11 and 12 arc shown in Figmc 2.4. "V\Te arc not sure abont 
why the polydispersity of NL2 was small r than NL1, why th particle size 
distributed into two peaks and why the polydispersity was not as small as 
those in the Ciesche conditions (see Table 1 in [27]) which was approximately 
5 to 10%, and that in the work of van Blaaderen and Vrij (approximately 
5%) [30]. The possible reason could be the variance in the room temperature 
for different baJches of synthesis. 
2.1.2 Fluorescent-Labeled Silica Particles 
The purpose of fluorescent-labeling silica particles was Lo facilitate imaging 
of confoca 1 microscopy. The synthesis of fi uorescent-la be led silica. colloids 
used a procedure from van Blaadcrcn and Vrij's article [30]. This pro-
cedure consisted of two steps: first, the clyc was chemically bonded to a 
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(a) SEM image of nonf!uorescent sil-
ica particles NLl 
(c) SEM image of nonf!uorescent sil-
ica particles NL2 
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Figure 2.4: SEM image and size distribution of NLl and TL2. The particles 
were actually well separated and the clusters were formed upon drying on 
the substrate (same for the following SEM images). 
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silane coupling agent; second, this coupling agent was used in the hydrol-
ysis and condensation of TEOS, as described in section 2.1.1 , which was 
based on the Stober method [26]. The silane coupling agent used here was 
(3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilanc (APS) (Figure 2.5a) . Only one of the four 
groups bonded on Si of APS is different from TEOS (Figure 2.5b), which 
make APS capable to bond with the dye, fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC) 
(Figure 2.5c) , and finally coat on silica spheres (Figure 2.5d [30]). 
Materials Preparation and Synthesis Procedure 
Distilled TEOS and anhydrous alcohol were made in the same way as before. 
The other chemicals were also the same as before except APS (Fluka, purum, 
2: 98.0%) and FITC (Fluka, 2: 90%) . 
The amount of reagents was scaled clown from the data in the thesis of 
Dannis 't Hart [29]: 0.0732 g of FITC, 0.426 g of APS, 3 g of ethanol, and 
same amount of chemicals ( 525 mL of ethanol, 52.5 mL of ammonium hy-
droxide and 21 mL of TEOS) as before in pure silica synthesis. The glassware 
washing and instruments setup were also the same as before. 
First 525 mL of ethanol and 52.5 mL of ammonium hydroxide were added to 
the 1 L three-neck round-bottom flask and mixed, using the same procedure 
as before. 
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Figure 2.5: Sketches of chemicals 
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Then the balance and a 20 mL dispos<1blc scintill<1tion vial and a small stir 
bar (both cleaned with distilled anhydrous ethanol and dried beforehand) 
were used to make the FITC-APS . olution. The procedure wa as follows. 
First, measure the mass of the glass bottle (with stir bar in it), rezero the 
balance after the display is stable. Second, take 450 ftL of APS by using a 
pipet.tor (APS density 0.946 g/mL) and add it into the bottle. Measure the 
mass of the whole bottle and record the display on the balauc . Since the 
balance was rezeroed after measuring the bottle and the stir l ar the lisplay 
should be t.he mass of APS. Again rezero the balance after use. Third, add 
3.8 mL distilled anhydrous ethanol (0.789 g/mL) into the bottle, measure the 
mass and rezero the balance. Finally, nse a spatnli't to add 0.0732 g of FITC 
powder into the glass bottle and mea ure the mass. The actualma ses mea-
ured for FITC powder could be slightly larger than expected which could 
help to over fluorescent-label the particle and gave better image quality for 
confocal microscopy. It is important to make the FITC-APS solution as fa t 
as possible to suppress the possible hydrolysis of APS and bleaching of FITC, 
especially the former. 
Once th solution was made. the glass bottle was covered with aluminum 
foil and put on a stirrer for better mixing. After approximately 15 minutes, 
which was different from the stirring time in the work of van Bla.acleren and 
Vrij (12 hours) [30]. the solution w<1s clear and showed a dark recl color. 
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21 m1 distilled TEOS was then added to the round-bottom flask under vig-
orous stirring. The FITC-APS mixture was then added from the other neck 
immediately. After one minute, the stirring speed was turned down to a 
gentle stirring (200 rpm). The sash (covered with aluminum foil beforehand) 
of the fume hood was lowered in order to suppress the bleaching of FITC. 
The solution turned milky as before, but with an orange color instead of 
white. After 5 hours stirring, another 3 m1 of distilled TEOS and 3 m1 of 
distilled water were simultaneously added from two necks to coat the result-
ing particles with a thin pure silica layer, in order to protect the fluorescent 
dye of the particles. 
The same procedure as N11 and N12 was used for particle transfer. The 
two batches of FITC silica seeds made by the same procedure were labeled 
as N 13 and l'\15. 
Polydispersity Analysis 
Again the procedure of polydispersity analysis was the same as before. NL3 
(Figure 2.6a) had a average diameter of 0.47 ~nn and a polydispersity of 6.9% 
(Figure 2.6b). The polydispersity of N13 was smaller than N 11 and N12, 
for as yet unknown reasons. 
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RBITC Labeled Silica Seeds 
We also attempted to synthesize a batch (NLlO) of Rhodamine B isothio-
cyanate (R.BITC) labeled silica seeds [32]. R.BITC has the similar structure 
(Figure 2.6d) as FITC but is less bleachable than FITC. The procedure used 
was all the same as the FITC seeds synthesis, except the mass of the fluores-
cent dye. The molecular weight is 389.38 for FITC, bnt 536.08 for RBITC 
(Sigma, mixed isomers). For the same moles of fluorescent dye, 100 mg 
R.BITC (the total amount in a fresh bottle of RBITC) was used by putting 
APS and ethanol in the RBITC bottle. The resulting particles (Figure 2.6c) 
had the same diameter as FITC seeds, but were more likely to aggregate 
when centrifuged and therefore more difficult to redisperse afterward. This 
was possibly clue to different surface groups of RBITC labeled silica patti-
des, which could lead to different surface charges from FITC labeled silica 
particles. 
2.1.3 Seeded Growth of Core-Shell particles 
The second step of core-shell particle synthesis was seeded growth, based 
on the fluorescent-labeled seeds. A predetermined amount of TEOS/ethanol 
mixture and ammonium hydroxide/water/ ethanol mixture were added drop-
wise (through a dual-channel peristaltic pump) into the previously prepared 
seed suspension, under gentle stirring. A nonfiuorescent shell then grew on 
the fluorescent nuclei and finally formed core-shell silica particles. 
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(a) SEM image of FITC labeled silica 
seeds NL3 
(c) SEM image of RBITC labeled sil-
ica seeds 110 
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(d) Rhodaminc B isothiocyanate (RBITC) 
Figure 2.6: Fluorescent-labeled silica seeds 
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Care must be taken during the synthesis. Too low seed concentration in 
suspension gives a large diffusion distance of the hydrolyzed TEOS to the 
particles surface [28], which may induce premature hydrolysis and conden-
sation of TEOS, and leads to the secondary nucleation, the formation of 
unwanted small silica nuclei in the seed suspension. On the other hand, too 
high a seed concentration increases particle clustering, leads to unwanted 
particle aggregates, which is difficult to separate from the monodisperse sus-
pension by centrifugation. 
Similarly, at too low concentration of ammoninm hydroxid0. the particle sm-
face potential may be too low to stabilize the particles; however , too high pH 
may decrease the double layer thickness, the electrostatic repulsion barrier, 
and consequently reduces particle stability. So one must carefully control the 
concentration of the reagents. 
Giesche [28] gives empirical guidelines for optimal results (a practical guide 
but not a strict limit): 
• the concentration of Si02 in the seed suspension should be less than 1 
M (i.e. 1 mol/ 1 ) and preferably b0tween 0.5 and 0.8 1I 
• the ammonium hydroxide concentration between 0.5 and 0. 7 M 
• the water concentration about 8M 
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Materials preparation 
Freshly distilled TEOS, anhycirous ethanol (not distilled, following [29]), am-
monium hydroxide and distilled water were used as before. 
The seed suspension consisted of 31 m1 of concentrated FITC labeled seeds 
(80 g/1 ) . 44m1 ethanol, 11 m1 water anci 4 m1 ammonium hydroxide. A 
high concentration of seeds in ethanol was obtaineci using the procedure as 
follows: 
• Measure the concentration of the original seeds (using the oven) . esti-
mate the required amount. 
• Centrifuge the seeds of required amount, remove the extra ethanol and 
redisperse them using ultrasonicat.ion. 
• Measure the concentration of these concentrated seeds to see if mor 
original seeds needed. 
• Since there will be another 44 m1 ethanol in the seed suspension, one 
only needs to concentrate the original seeds to a concentration of 33.07 
g/1 and take 75 m1 of this. 
When measuring the concentration, a small disposable glass vial ( 1 m1 ca-
pacity) was first washed with 95% ethanol and dricci in the oven. The mass 
of the dried bottle was then measured. 500 p,1 of seed suspension was then 
added in the bottle. dried and measured again. From the mass difference we 
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got the mass of silica per unit volume of suspension. To ensure the silic<1. 
were completely dried in the oven, the drying and measuring procedure was 
repeated a few t imes more until there was no difference of the mass. To 
minimize the error, final data was taken from the average of three batches of 
measurements. 
Equipment Preparation f or Seeded Growth 
A significant amount of equipment and optimization was required for the 
seeded growth set up, and is described here. 
Two cylindrical separatory funnels (capacity 500 mL, Graduated, PTFE 
stopcock. 24/ 40 joint, Exeter). a three-ned< round-bottom flask (500 mL 
or 1 L, depends on the final volume of all reagents of use, 24/ 40 joints), and 
all other glassware was washed with piranha. solution using the same proce-
dure as before. 
A du<1.l-channel peristaltic pump (Gilson. minipnls3 , Mandel) was used for 
dropwise addition of the reagents at the same rate through two channels. The 
tubing system for t his pump was made following the principle that tubing 
diameter should never be increased downstream. For each channel, 3 pieces 
of tygon tubing (1/4 inch internal diameter (ID), 1/16 inch wall thickness; 
1/8 inch ID , 1/16 wall t hickness; and 1/ 16 inch ID, 1/ 32 inch wall thick-
ness. respectively) were used to assemble a long tubing whose bigger end 
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was connected to the end of one separatory funnel and the smaller end was 
connected to the calibrated PVC tubing (Gilson, 0.38 mm ID, color coding 
orange/green, GF-F117933). The 1/4 inch ID tubing was directly assembled 
onto the end of the separatory funnel and sealed with parafilm (Figure 2. 7 
a); the 1/8 inch ID tubing was connected to the 1/4 inch ID tubing with 
a plastic connector and scaled with parafilm (Figure 2.7 b); the 1/16 inch 
ID tubing was jointed to the 1/8 inch ID tubing with super glue and sealed 
with Teflon (PTFE) tape (Figure 2.7 c); and the input end of the calibrated 
PVC tubing was jointed to the 1/16 inch ID tubing with super glue (Fig-
ure 2. 7 d). The calibrated PVC tubing was the most important part of the 
whole tubing system, going through one of the two channels of the pnmp 
and directly affecting the flow rate. The flow rate and the pump rotating 
speed have a linear relation and the ratio for the tubing we used (0.38 mm 
ID) equals to 0.073 mL/min per 5 rpm (see Table 2.1 [33]). The output end 
of the calibrated tubing, coming out of the pump, was connected to a long 
extension tubing (same internal diameter, GF-F117953) with a metal sleeve 
(GF-F117985) (Figure 2.7 c) . The other end of the extension tubing was as-
sembled to a glass inlet tube (bleed type, 6mm, joint size 24/40, Kontes) and 
sealed with para.film in order to suppress the reagent-air contact (Figure 2. 7 
f). This inlet tube helped to assemble the tubing onto the reaction vessel and 
form droplets into the seed suspension. The total length for the tubing was 
long enough to connect the scparatory funnel and the round-bottom flask. 
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Figure 2.7: Thbing setup for seed d growth: (a) 1/4 inch ID tubing was 
directly ass mbled onto the end of the s paratory funn l; (b) 1/8 inch ID 
tubing was conn ct d to the 1/4 inch tubing by a plastic connector and sealed 
by parafilm; (c) 1/16 inch ID tubing was jointed to the 1/8 inch ID tubing 
by super glue and sealed by Teflon tape; (d) the input end of the calibrated 
PVC tubing was jointed to the 1/16 inch ID tubing by super glu ; ( ) the 
output end of the calibrated tubing was connected to a long xtension tubing 
by a metal sle ve; (f) the other end of the extension tubing was a s mbled 
to a glass inlet tub and sealed by parafilm. 
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Flow rate (mL/min) 
ID (mm) 5 rpm 15 rpm 30 rpm 48rpm 
0.38 0.073 0.219 0.436 0.695 
Table 2.1: Diameters and flow rates of peristaltic tubing. The flow rate 
necessary for this synthesis was 5.1 mL/h, which equals to 0.085mL/min, 
corresponded to a pump rotation rate of 5.82 rpm. 
Seeded Growth Setup 
The synthesis was carried out in the fume hood. Reagents were added as 
follows: 
• First transfer the 90 mL of see l suspension (75 mL of se ds and ethanol, 
11 mL water, 4 mL ammonium hydroxide) to the round-bottom Hask. 
• Put the flask in a water bath (filled with tap water) on a magnetic 
stirrer, and fix the flask onto the frames. 
• Adjust lhe height of the flask to get a smooth gentle stirring (approxi-
mately 200 rpm). 
• Fix the separatory funnels onto the frame at a proper height and 
position in order to leave enough space for the tubing and flask. 
• Connect the tubing system to the separatory funnels, install the cal-
ibrated part onto the pump, and fix the two inlet tube onto the two 
side necks of the flask (as they have the same size of joints). 
• Use a three-way adapter to gently blow nitrogen into the flask and keep 
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the whole reaction under a nitrogen environment, in order to suppress 
the reaction between TEOS and the water vapor in the v ssel. 
A schematic drawing of this setup is shown as Figure 2. . The stopper on the 
center neck three-way adapter was loos n d a little because of g ntle flowing 
of nitrogen. 
S eeded Growth Procedure 
Reagents were added into the separat ry funnels after the eeclecl growth 
system was iustallecl. iming at a final particle size of approximately 1 pm, 
t.he amonnt. of TEOS needed wa 159 mL following [27] and [29] . Th max-
imum TEOS addition rate was 2.3 mL/h ace rding to Gie che conditions. 
Therefore, a 2 :..1 of TEOS solution was prepared by adding 190 mL of TEOS 
and 236 mL of elhanol in one separatory funnel (funnel A) . A superfluous 
amount of olution was added in order to leave sufficient liquid in the funnel 
to keep the pnmp working prop rly during t.he whole ceded growth. A so-
lution of 15.4 M water an l 1.35 M H3 in ethanol was prepared by adding 
100 mL of eli tilled water, 310 mL of thanol and 3 mL ammonium hydrox-
ide in another eparatory funnel (funnel B). The molar concentration of our 
ammonium hydroxide (12.5 Yf), det rmined by titration did not agree with 
28% t.o 30% weight percentage (0.9 kg/1 , approximately 15 M) labeled on 
the bottle. So the actual molar concentration of TH3 in funnel B was 1.06 
l'vi (not 1.35 l\1 as in [29]). This could b . the possible rea on that our results 
did not agree with the work in [29] . 
4 
nn 
Dual-channel peristaltic pump 
I Magnetic Stirrer I 
Figure 2.8: Schematic drawing of seeded growth setup 
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After filling with reagents, the funnels were filled with nitrogen and closed 
wit h stoppers. in order to protect the reagents with a nit rogen environment . 
The stopcocks of the two funnels were t hen opened and the liquid in the t ub-
ing could pass through. It is sometimes necessary to squeeze the tubing in 
order to exclude the air in it . Once the liquid passed through the pump (the 
calibrated part of tubing), t he calibrated tubings were tightened by closing 
the compression cams and tightening the adjustment screws. 
The cam pressure on the tubing was adjusted (by the adjustment screw) 
to the minimum necessary to ensm e pumping of the liquid [34]. One shonkl 
slowly t ighten the screw until the pump starts pumping liquid inside the 
tubing (the front of the liquid st arts to flow peristalt ically), and then t ighten 
again approximately 1/8 turn. Care must be taken not to over- t ighten the 
screws in order to minimize wear on the calibrated tubing. 
In order to get a 2.3 mL/ h TEOS adding rate , 5.1 mL/ h (equals 0.085mL/ min) 
flow rate for TEOS solution in funnel A was used (same flow rate for funnel 
B). Therefore a pump head rotating speed of 5.82 rpm was used for this 
pump and this size of calibrated tubing (see Table 2.1). Since the rotating 
speed was the same for the two channels, the flow rates for these two tub-
ing should be ideally the same. The hRrdening (by TEOS) of the calibrated 
tubing, however , leaded to a different amount of flattening and stretching 
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of the calibrated tnbing by the pump, thus thr actual flow rates were not 
the same for the two channels during the seeded growth. The longer time 
the seeded growth took, the worse this problem was. Careful adju. tment 
of the screws was carried out after approximately 12 hours to decrease the 
difference of flow rate. The flow rate difference was controlled to be within 2 
mL /h d ming t h whole seeded growth (a pproximatcly 70 hours). This is an 
importaut area of possible improvement of particle monodispersity. Instead 
of PVC calibrated tubing, one can us other more durable calibrated tubing 
such as viton tubing. 
The TEOS solution and ammonium hydroxide were slowly pumped through 
the two channels of tubing and finally dropped into th s ed su pension 
through the glass tips of the inlet tub . It was important to ensure the 
droplets of reag nt fall in the suspension directly (especially the TEOS so-
lution) rather than fall on the wall of the v ssel first. This wa to avoid 
locally nonuniform concentration of reagent or any hydrolysi. of TEOS be-
fore it reached the seed suspension, which conk! canse unwanted effects like 
secondary nucleation or aggregation. 
~itrogen gas was blown gently through the middle neck, preventing pre-
mature contact of the two reagent drips and unwanted hy lrolysis of TEOS 
with the ambient atmosphere, should be very gentle that thr stopper on the 
adapter can only be very slightly loo ened because of the nitrogen blowing 
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out. The two separatory funnels were r filled with nitrogen approximately 
every 10 hours, in order to keep the pressure balance between the inside of 
outside of the funnels so that the pump can work properly. 
The room temperature (outside the fume hood but in the lab), during the 
whole seeded growth, was 23 oc; while the water bath temperatures were 21.5 
oc for two batches N16 and N18 and 19 oc for N19, without any noticeable 
fluctuation . The reason for the temperature difference between the room and 
water bath could be that the temperature inside the fum hood was actually 
lower than outside; and the reason for the water bath temperature difference 
between N16/N18 and N19 may be different sizes of reaction vessels used 
for these batches (N16/~18 1 1 , N19 '-00 m1). 
Particle Transfer and Polydispersity Analysis 
The result particle transfer procedure wa. similar as before, using a. lower 
centrifuge speed of approximately 500 rpm for 4 hours. The four batches of 
all seeded growth are N 14 ( 1381, means first seeded growth of N13 FITC 
seeds), 16 (l\'1382), ~18 ( T1581) and 19 ( 1582) , as shown in Figures 
2.9a, 2.9b, 2.9c. and 2.9d. 
The polydispersity analysis was clone in the same procedure as before. Table 
2.2 summarizes the centrifuge speed and ultrasonication time used for differ-
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(a) SEM image of NL4. Lots of non-
spherical aggregates. 
(c) SEM image ofNL8. 1.141-Lm diameter 
(3.4% polydispersity) . 
(b) SEM image of NL6. 1. 27 fll11 diameter 
(4.1% polydispersity). 
(d) SEM image ofNL9. 0.77 1-Lm diameter 
(3.8% polydispersity) . 
Figure 2.9: SK 1 images of core-shell silica particles. 
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ent. batches. 
Batch# ¢ (!lm) Centrifugation (rpm x hours) Ultrasonication (hour ) 
NL1 0.37 1150 X 3 2 
NL2 0.34 1150 X 3 2 
NL3 0.47 700 X 4 6 
NL6 1.27 500 X 3 2 
NLS 1.14 500 X 3 2 
NL9 0.77 550 X 3 2 
Table 2.2: Summary of centrifuge and ultrasonication conditions for different 
particle sizes. NL1,2,3 were centrifuged and ultrasonicated using different. 
centrifuge (Sorvall) (thank· to Dr. :'vierschrod) and ultrasonic bath (NEY. 
100 Ultrasonik). 
The details of the thr e batches of seeded growth are summarized in table 
2.3. The column "funnel A" and "funnel B" refer to the amounts of TEOS 
solution and ammonium hydroxide used in funnel A and B by the three 
batches (keeping the same ratio of 190 mL TEOS, 236 mL ethanol for TEOS 
solution and 38 mL ammonium hydroxide, 100 mL water and 310 mL ethanol 
for ammonium hydroxide). The column "NH3 (M)" I "H20 (M)" show the 
start and end IH3 I H20 molar concentration in the reaction vess l. Taking 
-16 as an example: we started with the 90 mL seed suspension, contain-
ing 4 mL of ammonium hydroxide (this was the same for all thr e batches) 
from which we can calculate that thr beginning l H3 concentration in the 
vessel was 0.56 M (using the titration result. i.e. 12.5 M NH3 in ammonium 
hydroxide); after the synthesis was finished, 346 mL of TEOS solution and 
376 mL of ammonium hydroxide had been ad led to the reaction vessel. from 
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NH3 (M) H20 (M) 
Batch funnel A funnel B Begin End Begin End !Z(pm) PD (%) 
NL6 346 mL 376 mL 0.56 0.55 8.5 8.2 1.27 4.1 
NL8 207 mL 248 mL 0.56 0.57 8.5 8.6 1.14 3.4 
NL9 86 mL 84 mL 0.56 0.53 8.5 8.0 0.77 3.8 
Table 2.3: Summary of seeded growt h: "funnel A" and "funnel B" refer to 
the amounts of TEOS solution and ammonium hydroxide solution used in 
funnel A and 13; "NH3 (M)" I "H20 (l\1)" show the start and end H3 I H20 
molar concent ration in the reaction vessel; and the last two columns show 
the average particle diameter (¢) and polydispersity (PD). 
which we can calculate that the end NH3 concentration was 0. 55 M . Simi-
la.rly we can calculate the beginning and end concentration of H20 (8.5 Y1 
and 8.2 M) in the reaction vessel (there is 39.1 M water in our ammonium 
hydroxide) . It is clear that the NH3 concentration was between 0. 5 and 0. 7 
M as Giesche's guideline, and the water concentration was approximately 8 
M . The column "¢(.am)" shows the average diameter of result part icles, and 
"PD (%)" shows the polydispersity. Our seed suspension Si02 concentration 
was 0.46 M, slightly less than 0.5 M. This was fine because, as we mentioned 
before, Giesche's guideline is not a strict limit . The Si02 concent ration (not 
listed in 2. 3) was the same for all t hree batches ( 31 mL 80 giL silica. in 
ethanol, 44 mL ethanol, 11 mL water and 4 mL ammonium hydroxide). 
The polydispersity of NL8 ( L5S 1) is smaller than N L9 ( L5S2), because 
of the following reason: providing the same amount of hydrolyzed TEOS 
condensate, namely the same volume of silica. shell grown on the silica sur-
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face, the diameter increases slower as the diameter gets bigger (sec Equation 
2.3 [28], where JZf= diameter, M = mass). Therefore the polyclispersity, the 
relative diameter difference between particles, becomes smaller as the particle 
diameter becomes bigger. 
( JZf seed) 
3 
JZf n ew 
NfrEOS,seed 
Jlfr EOS,total (2.3) 
However, the polyclispersity of the largest particles >JL6 (NL3S2). was bigger 
than that of the particles NL8 ancl 1 L9. This was probably clue to the irre-
vcrsible flattening of the calibrated tubing, which made the control of flow 
rate more and more difficult during the synthesis (especially after clay 1), 
and finally created a lot of second nucleation at clay 3 of NL6 seeded growth. 
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2.2 Image Processing of Confocal Images Us-
ing IDL 
vVc usr the confocal microscope to obtain gray scale intrnsity images (256 
gray levels for 8 bit image) such as the one shown in F igur 2.10. \M need 
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Figure 2.10: A frame from confocal image of core-shell ilica particle: 1.14 
pm . 16 silica colloids observed by confocal microscope (100 x objective). 
The bright dot in the image are the fi uor scent labeled core . The particles 
arc actually touching each other, but the cores are separat d by the nonr-
fiuoresccnt labeled shells. Note that there ar some cores touching each other 
forming doublet or triplets. They arc just "impurit ies" formed 11·ia. seeded 
growth on an two-par ticle or three-particle aggregates of seeds. 
to convert this two-dimensional matrix of pacial intensity information (nor-
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mally a tagged image file format, known as a "tiff" image) into information 
about colloidal particles such as positions of particles. This conversion pro-
cedure for our confocal microscopy images of colloidal dispersions was clone 
using IDL, the Interactive Data Language. In this section, we will discuss the 
methods of particle tracking and particular IDL procedures for different pur-
poses such as calculating pair correlation function, volume fraction of silica 
microspheres in colloids, and order parameters of double-particle bonds. 
2.2.1 General Method for Particle Tracking 
The general methods of tracking bright dots on a clark background, described 
in Crocker and Grier's article [35] and the website of Eric Weeks at Emory 
University [36], is suitable for our confocal images. This method normally 
contains three steps: first identify particles, then get data for all the particles 
you want, and finally link particles to form trajectories. 
Identify Particles 
IDL procedure "pretrack_thrcsholds.pro", based upon procedures available at. 
Eric Weeks' website [36], with modifications written by Hugh Newman, was 
the particle identifying procedure we used. The purpose of this procedure is 
to determine the parameters we will use in particle tracking. The algorithm 
of this procedure is as follows (see IDL codes in appendix A): 
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• First. rel'tcl the tiff stack image (a multi-frame t iff image) we have with 
readtiffstack.pro (a function to read in a tiff stack into a single variable, 
written by Eric Corwin). show one frame in the original image as a 
reference (see Figure 2.11 a) . 
• Then use "bpass.pro" [35], a spatial bandpass filter, to smooth the 
image and suppress the background noise. in order to make the image 
"Gaussian-like" white spots on a black background (see Figure 2.11 b). 
• The function "feature. pro" then is used to analyze the filtered data and 
select the needed spherical features (particles) with the given param-
eters such as feature "diameter" (a lit tle greater than apparent patti-
de diameter in pixels, but smaller than separation, defined as "d" for 
short), "separation" (specifies the minimum allowable separation be-
tween feature centers, defined as "s" ), "masscut" (minimum allowable 
brightness). The way "feature. pro" locates particles is as follows [35]: 
First , identify the positions of all the local brightness maxima 
in the image. which are defined in a circular neighborhood with 
diameter equal to "d" . 
Around each of these maxima, place a circular mask of diameter 
"o" . and calculate the x and y centroids, the total of all the pixel 
values (i. e. total brightness), the "radius of gyration" (simulates 
radius of gyration in the moment of inertia for an object with 
brightness instead of mass) . and the "eccentricity" (0 for circles 
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and 1 for lines) of the pixel values within that mask. 
The resulting x and y values will have errors of order 0.1 pixel 
for reasonably noise free images of features which arc larger than 
about 5 pixels across. The error is smaller than 0.5 pixel (which 
corresponds to the location of a single pixel signal with 1 pixel 
resolution) because the location of the center of a spherical feature 
can get information from all pixels in this feature, which increases 
the accuracy location of the center than a single pixel signal. 
Feature.pro produces 5 columns of data from the image: (1) x-centroid 
(2) y-centroid (3) total brightness (4) radius of gyration and (5) "ec-
centricity". The plot of "radius of gyration" vs. "total brightness" in 
Figure 2.11 c help ns to decide the brightness cutoff. 
• Finally. we use "fover2d.pro" to compare our original image with the 
particles identified as wanted features. Vve can modify the parameters 
till we are satisfied that features found agrees with the particles we want 
(sec Figure 2.11 d) . This j udgmcnt, which depends on our particular 
needs while processing the images, could be made more objective using 
systematic methods with the help of analytical software (Igor Pro). \1\Te 
will discuss this in more detail in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 2.11: Identify Part icles with IDL: (a) show one frame in the original 
image as a reference (only a part of the original frame is zoomed and shown 
in this picture); (b) use bpass.pro to smooth the image and suppress the 
background noise; (c) plot of "radius of gyration" (y CL-xis) vs. ''total bright-
ness" (x axis); (d ) use fover2d.pro to show (circle) the features we want . The 
dim spot (pointed by the arrow), corresponding to an out-of-focus particle, 
is not ident ified as a part icle as its brightness is lower than the given value. 
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Two-dimensional Particle Tracking 
After identifying particles from a test frame, we know the parameters to find 
particles in our image. We then apply these parameters to all the frames of 
our stack tiff image to get the data. The procedure used here is "hprctrack-
.pro" (modified from Eric Weeks's procedure "epretrack.pro" by Hugh New-
man with some obsolete opt ions about oran image format removed), which 
applies the parameters to t he stack t iff image and produces a gdf file (a bi-
nary file format) containing 6 columns of data. The first 5 columns are the 
same as before, i.e. x and y posit ion coordinates, bright ness, et c. The 6th 
column contains the uniformly gridded t ime "t" that the position was deter-
mined (i.e. frame number). All data in the gdf file are sorted by the fr ame 
number so that the 6th column is monotonically increasing. 
We can usc t he gdf file as the input of the procedure "track. pro" [35] to pro-
duce a 7-column data list . The addit ional 7th column is a unique "Particle 
ID number" series appended to the original 6-column input data structure for 
each ident ified part icle trajectory. The result array is sorted so the rows with 
corresponding ID numbers are in contiguous blocks, with the time variable 
monotonically increasing inside each block. The parameters for "track.pro" 
includes "maxdisp" (an estimate of the maximum pixels distance that a par-
t icle would move in a single time interval) , "memory" (the maximum number 
of time steps that a part icle can be "lost" and then recovered again), and 
"goodenough" (to eliminate all trajectories with fewer than goodenough valid 
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positions. This is useful for eliminating very short, mostly "lost" trajectories 
due to blinking "noise" particles in the data stream.), etc. 
Three-dimensional Particle Tracking 
Particle identification and tracking in three dimensions (3D) is very similar 
to two dimensions (2D) [36]. There are differences in the tools used in the 3D 
procedures, for example, "bpass3d.pro" [35] is used instead of "bpass.pro", 
"feature3d.pro" [35] instead of "feature. pro'' (instead of using one number for 
"diameter" in 2D, we use an array containing diameter in x , y and z directions 
as the "diameter" in 3D) , "fover3d.pro" [35] [36] instead of "fover2d.pro" , 
and ''ept3d.pro" [36] instead of "hpretrack.pro". The 3D procedure "nL-
3dpreview" (nl prefix refers toNing Li, which means written by Ning Li) was 
used to identify particles in 3D image ( z-stack confocal image), similar as 
"pretraclcthresholds.pro" in 2D. However, "nL3dpreview" is able to measure 
the dimensions of particles in three dimensions. 3D t racking gives x, y, 
and z coordinates of all par ticles, which can be used to study the density 
distribut ion of silica part icles in the colloidal system along z direction. 
2.2.2 Structural Analysis of Colloidal System 
Once we have obtained the positions of all colloidal particles in a reference 
2D plane or a 3D volume, we can investigate structural information about the 
colloidal system. We created IDL procedures to calculate structural quan-
tities of interest, such as the pair correlation function, the vertical particle 
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density profile, as well as two order parameters based on the bond density 
and bond angle. These IDL procedures contain two parts. The first part, 
discussed above, is the general method of getting the positions of all the par-
t icles we want . The second part then uses the particle positions to do our 
research. We will introduce the image calibration method and algorithms of 
these procednres in this subsection. 
Image Calibration 
Our calibration sample is a dip-coated, dried core-shell silica sample (NL9) . 
which has a uniform layer of 0.77 ~~m (about 4% uncertainty, see Table 2.3) 
particles close packed. Because we can find large single domains in the dip-
coated , dried sample, we can measure tho contor-to-contor distance along a 
line of some 10 particles (thus reducing uncertainties by the same factor). We 
measured t he diameter in pixels of the confocal image of this sample (8.96 
pixels, 2% uncertainty) so that we know it is 11.64 pixels per micron (6% 
uncertainty) for a 700 x 700 confocal image (lOO x objective), corresponding 
to 0.086 micron per pixel. 
Pair Correlation Function 
The pair correlation function g(r) calculates the probability of finding the 
center of a particle a given distance from the center of another particle [36]. 
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The 2D pair correlation function g(r) is ddincd as 
p( r) g(r) =-
Po 
(2.4) 
where 
and 
p('1·) = n(1·) 
27r7' . t::,.,. 
Po= A· 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
n(T)is the number of particles whose ceuters fa ll within the range of 1· to 
r + 6.1·; !J.·r is a small increase in r; N i. the total particle number· !\ is the 
total area. The calculation of g(r) follows the e steps: 
• Consider each particle in the image in turn. In the 3D case the range 
is a spherical shell with thickness of 6.1·, and in 2D this is an annulus 
with width of !J.·r . We calculat the particle number density within 
this range and loop over all values of r with step size of !J.·r to get. the 
density distribution along 7·. Th 2D case is, for examJ lc, expres eel in 
equation 2.5. 
• Calculate the average particle number density of the whole sample. 
which is the total particle number N divided by the total volume (3D) 
or area (2D). 
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• Get. g(r) by dividing the particle number density within r to T + 6:r 
by the average particle number density, to ensure that g(T) = 1 for 
structureless data (see equation 2.4). 
The IDL procedme calculating 2D g(r) is "nLericgr2d.pro" (Ning Li), apply-
ing Eric Weeks's IDL routine "ericgr2d.pro'' as part of this procedure. The 
algorithm of this procedure is as follows: 
• Obtain 2D particle coordinates. Use the general method for 2D particle 
tracking (described in 2.2.1) to get. the data for all particles from a time 
series of images at fixed z position. 
• Apply Eric Weeks's IDL routine "ericgr2d.pro" to calculate g(r) of the 
particles. 
- Create 2 column matrices of identical dimensions M 0 and lllN, 
one (l'd0 ) where each row containing x and y coordinates of one 
reference particle (x0, y0), the other (!lfN) where each row contain 
x andy coordinates of all the particles (N particles, for example) in 
each frame of image. Subtracting JIIN from 11!0 gives all distances 
(of each particle in the frame) from the reference particle, as shown 
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in Eqnation 2.7. 
Xo Yo 
Xo Yo 
:ro Yo 
:ro - X 1 Yo- Y1 
xo - x2 Yo- Y2 
(2.7) 
J'o - :J'N Yo - YN 
Compute the density function of all distances from the reference 
point using "histogram" function. We decide upon the value of 
the bin size of r (6r), which is the uniform grid length of r, based 
on a noise criterion. 6r is normally much less than the particle 
diameter. 
In order to get an accurate particle count using a sequence of 
circular annuli of increasing radius. within a rectangular image, 
we used a subroutine "checkquadrant", which can determine how 
much angular extent of the circle lies within the image when the 
circle of radius r extends outside of the image. 
Divide the array of "histogram" and the array of annulus area 
with radii of various r (monotonically increasing from minimum r 
to maximum r by the step size of 6r), we get the g(r) array for 
this reference pmtide. 
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Run this procedure by treating each the particlr in the frame as 
the reference in turn and loop over all frames , accumulat all the 
g(r) and finally normalize it by particle number, frame number. 
and average particle number den ity. we get the final g(r) result 
for this image. 
• Print th r sult of "ericgr2cl.pro", which ·ontains the whole ranger and 
corresponding g(r) . into a data file readable by the graphi :al analysis 
program Igor Pro. 
Silica Colloids Vertical Density Distribution 
The procedurr "nL3clhisto.pro" calculates the vrrtical profilr of particle num-
ber density, hence we can get th v rtical volume fraction eli 'tribution as a 
reference parameter while doing electric field experiment .. 
The confocal image used for this 1 roceclure is a z-stack series (tiff fil ), which 
is an image , cries taken at continuonsly shifting z (vertical) positions step by 
tep through the whole thickness of colloidal particle . he z step number 
is the fram munber of the z-stack series image. Along with the tiff image 
stack. there is a '·csv" file (text file) recording the actual z. po ition of each z 
tep (i.e. ea h frame). The algorithm of thi procedure i ~ as follows: 
• Obtain 3D particle coordinates using the general method for 3D parti-
cle tracking. As the z step number in a 3D image i . ·imp]_ the frame 
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number, the z positions of particle centers then is expressed by a mun-
ber between the minimum and maximum frame number (for example, 
0 to 99 for a 100 frame z-stack image). 
• Obt11.in vertical density profile. Histogram the z positions of particle 
centers to compute the particle number density distribution along z. 
We wish to obtain local volume fraction as a function of z. In order 
to do this, the reference volume should have thickness comparable to 
the particle diameter. ThercforC', the number of frames contained in 
each bin of t he "histogram" (defined as "binsize") times the actual 
shifted depth in each frame (defined as "stepsize") , which is the real bin 
width in microns. should be slightly larger than the particle diameter 
(expressed in Equation 2.8) . 
bin.size x stepsize 2: d-iam.ete1· (2.8) 
That is, the "slice" has full x and y extent, and is thid-c enough to 
include one layer of particles. We histogram the full range of z where 
particles arc found. 
• To calculate the volume fraction , multiply the volume of one particle 
with the particle number in each bin, and divide by the actual volume 
of that bin slice. The actual z position is from the "csv" file. The actual 
x and y value is from the difference of the maximum and minimum x 
and y data out of the whole image (which is very close to the full x 
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and y dimension of the image due to thr densely packed particles in 
the bottom frame of the image), and multiplied by 0.086 micron per 
pixel, obtained from calibration. 
• Print output data. The output data is printed to a "dat" file, containing 
one column of the z position and another column of the corrC'sponding 
number density distribution. 
• Yioving average. Sometimes the stepsize is much smaller than particle 
diameter, hence the binsize is big due to Equation 2.8. If we still need 
to move in z by small steps in order to take more volume fraction data 
(the reason for this is explained in the next chapter), we can simply add 
another histogram of z which is shifted by a small number of frames 
( "snf" for short. this number should be smaller than the binsize of the 
first one), but still using the same binsize and the same ma-'Cimum of 
z. Then we get another set of histogram whose z position is shifted 
by "snf". By rearranging the z position in the output data, we have 
a. list of volume fraction with more details in terms of z position. For 
example, if we set "snf" to be half of the binsize, we will then get a 
series of volume fraction in the step of half bin, but with each bin width 
still thick enough for the particle size. 
For example, a z-stack confocal image of naturally sediment.ed 0. 77 f.illl silica 
particles (NL9) gives a. x-z profile of the 3D cube (see Figure 2.12a), which 
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is produced using the routine "yslic:e.pro" [36] in procedure "nL3dprevicw", 
with x:z ratio of 2:1 for a more spherical appearance of particles. The proce-
dure ·'nL3dhisto.pro' will give the particle number density distribution along 
the z direction (see Figure 2.12b) . The structure of this profile is explained 
in more detail in next chapter. 
(a) A x-z view of naturally secliment.ecl silica particles in wa-
t.er/DMSO mixture. 
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(b) Particle number density distribution along Z. Y a.xis of the 
plot is number of particle centers. X axis of the plot is z steps 
starting from the bottom of sediment. 
Figure 2.12: Example of the particle number density distribution from a 
three-dimensional image stack. 
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Particle Bond Density Calculation 
V\Tc define a ''bond" to exist in om image when two particles arc close enough 
that the distance of the centers of them is shorter than the bond length we 
set. Note that this bond is not a real chemical bond but simply a criterion 
for describing proximity bet.w en two particles. The bond density, by our 
definition, is the ratio of the number of bonded particles to the total pa1ticl 
number. The procedure "nLbondcnsity" calculates the bond density of a 
time series confocal image of our core-shell silica spheres under an external 
electric field . to see how the field affects the bond density. The algorithm of 
this procedure is as follows: 
• Obtain 2D particle coordinates. 
• Count number of particles in each frame. In each frame of the image, we 
take the x and y coordinates of particle centers, and calculate number 
of particles in the frame (represented by 1 ) . Then make a one-column 
array (for the next step) with the number of rows same as the particle 
number in the frame. 
• As the x y coordinates consist of two columns of data with the row 
number equal to the number of particles found in the frame, we can 
get all the possible distances (D) between each particle in the frame by 
subtracting from the original coordinates a set of coordinates which arc 
shifted in rows by the amount of 1 to the maximum particle number 
in this frame. Comparing the distances with the bond length (L). we 
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know which part icles in t he frame arc bonded. Force t he same places 
where particles are bonded in the array we created in last step to be 
"1" , and t herefore t he sum of all elements in this array is simply the 
number of "bonded part icles" (N b) in t his frame. Divide this number 
by the total part icle number in this frame (N), we will get the bond 
density in t his frame (pb(Z)) . We summarize the calculation in one 
frame in these equations: 
Nb = L Cmm,t(D < L) (2.9) 
all particles 
(2. 10) 
where Count means the number of cases satisfying D < L. 
• Loop over all frames in t he t ime series and we get the average bond 
density for t he whole image. If N 1 is the number of frames in the image 
stack, we can express t he final bond density Pb as: 
(2.11) 
Average Particle Bond Direction 
We also want to investigate how the external electric field affects t he direction 
of the bonds. The procedure "nLbondt heta'' . whose purpose is to calculate 
(cos2 e) and (sin2 e), where e is the angle between the line joining t he centers 
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of two bonded particles and the external field direction along y axis, follows 
this algorithm: 
• Obtain 2D particle coordinates. 
• In C'ach frmne of the image, we takC' the x y coordinates of particle 
centers, and calculate number of particles in the frame. 
• Similar to the procedure for bon l density ( "nLbondensity"'), we calcu-
late all the possible distances (D) bC'twcC'n each particle' in thC' frame 
by shifting the coordinates in rows. HerC' t hC' distances in separated x 
and y direction (X and Y) are recorded as well as the total distance 
between the bonded pair particles. It is actually the square of the 
eli tances that are calculated in the procedure. To calculate co 2 e and 
sin2 ewe can simply divide they and x distances by the total distances. 
• Loop over all particles in each frame and all frame of the image we 
get final (cos2 B) and (sin2 B). We summarize the calculation for the 
complete image stack in these quations: 
(cos2 e)= 2::: 
bonded particles 
X2j D2 
(sin2e) = L Nb x N 
bonded particles f 
where :.J J is the number of frames in the image stack. 
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(2.12) 
(2.13) 
2.3 Electric Field Simulation and Construc-
tion 
The external electric fidel sample cells used for om colloidal systems was 
designed and constructed in cooperation with Mr. Joseph Fitzgerald and 
Dr. Amit Agarwal. First, we used a simulation package "Poi son Superfi h" 
(Los Alamos ·ational Laboratory) to visualize and quantify the electric field 
created between thin gold-film-electrodes coated on glass microscope slides 
and cover slips. The purpose of the simulation was to analyze the feasibility 
of using thin gold-film-electrodes on glass substrates to create a uniform 
linear/ rotating electric field in the plane of colloidal sample b tween glass 
slides. Then, we used t he results of the simulation to design appropriate 
geometries for uniform linear and rotating fields . Finally, we constructed 
electric field cells as shown in Figure 2.13. 
2 .3.1 Simulation of Electric Field 
Simulation of Linear Field 
We simulated the linear field between two pairs of thin gold-film-electrodes 
on glass substrates, with solvent of various dielectric constants filling in be-
tween. Figure 2.14 shows the center part. of t.he side-view sketch of linear 
field electrodes coated on glass substrates: parts A arc glass substrates (up-
per A is a cover slip, 0.17 mm thick, and bottom A is a microscope slide 1 
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(a) Completed two-electrode linear field cell. 
(b) Completed four-electrode rotating field cell. 
Figure 2.13: Completed electric field cells. The silver colored strips are 
aluminum foil tapes used in cell making. See 2.3.2 for details. 
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mm thick); parts B are the colloidal sample we want to study, which should 
be one continuous part but was most simply put into the program as three 
piecewise sections; t he geometric center of the part B in the middle is de-
signed to be at the center of the graph, i. e. x=O, y=O; and t he two pairs of 
white bars above and under the two parts B on the left and right side repre-
sent the thin gold-film-electrodes coated on glass substrates, 0.025 mm thick. 
The other unmarked parts are vacuum. The geometry of the whole electric 
field was first designed , an electric potential was then applied on the thin 
gold-film-electrodes in the simulation (for example, the left pair was given 
a. potential of 200 V and the right pair was given -200 V) , and the electric 
field and potential in this geometry were calculated automatically (only for 
the points from the intersections of the tiny triangular grid of lines in the 
background, known as "mesh" in Poisson Superfish, which should be small 
enough, 0.025 mm in our case, for Poisson Superfish to calculate the potential 
and field correctly). Different materials were represented in the simulation 
by different dielectric constants in the editable input file: 4 for glass, 80 for 
water , etc. 
Figure 2.15 shows the calculated electric potential and field directions of 
linear field geometry. The small arrows show the direction of local electric 
field, and the pine lines are equal potential lines. When moving the mouse 
cmsor on this graph, local position, electric field and potential arc automat-
ically shown by the software. 
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linear field siroulatioo 
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Figure 2.14: Side-view sketch of linear field electrodes: parts A are glass 
substrates (upper A is a cover slip , 0.17 mm thick, and bottom A is a micro-
:scope slide, 1 mm thick); parts B are the colloidal sample we want to study, 
which should be one cont inuous part but actually separated into three while 
using the software; and the two pairs of white bars above and under the two 
parts B on left and right side arc the thin golcl-film-rlcctrodcs coated on glass 
snbstratcs, 0.025 mm thick. The other empty par ts arc vacuum. Different 
materials were represented in the simulation by different dielectric constants 
m the editable input file: 4 for glass, 80 for water, etc. 
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Figure 2.15: Simulation result of linear field geometry (zoomed in at the 
geometrical center): the small arrows show the direction of local electric 
field, and the pine lines are equal potential lines. The y axis of the graph 
corresponds to vertical direction in real space, and the x axis corresponds 
to horizontal direction, the numbers are in centimeters. The white bars 
represent gold films applied with same potential for each pair (200 V for left 
pair and -200 V for right pair); therefore, no electric field lines exist between 
each pair of white bars. 
To determine a range of the system in which the field is sufficiently uniform 
to conduct our physical observations, we developed a quantifying criterion. 
We defined the following method for extracting the range in the side-view 
sketch: 
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• Move the mouse cursor to the central point (0,0) and record the electric 
field magnitude lEal· Calculate (50/1172)*1Eol (approximately 4% of 
this value. picked as our desired field uniformity), call this al ue 6E. 
Record Ex(O) (the x component of the electric field at (0,0)). 
• Traverse the positive x (horizontal) axis and observe the point at which 
I E:t ( 0) - Ex I = 6 E, where Ex is the x component of the electric field 
at some point on the x axis. Record the x position of this point. 
• Repeat the previous step, but instead traverse the negative x axis. 
Record this x position. 
The positions recorded from the posit.ive and negative sides were symmetric, 
provided that the external field is linear. Th refore, we used a . ingle value 
for the width as ±6:r (6x ~ 0.3mm,). It was also observ d that the non-
uniformity in they component of the electric field was much smaller than that 
in the x component. In fact, Ey remained acceptably uniform everywhere 
between the glass regions along the lines of acceptable E.r· This indicated 
that as far as we observe on the center line between the two pairs of electrodes 
(which are at the left and right side in Figure 2.14), the electric field should 
be sufficiently uniform. Figure 2.16 shows an example image of an acceptable 
range. ±6:t is represented by the horizontal red bar. 6y is con idered to 
span t he entire range between glass slides, as shown by the vertical red bar. 
Shaded gray area represents the entire region of acceptable uniformity (x and 
y compon nts vary less than 4.27% in this region). Black a.-xes and gray box 
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are superimposed for clarity (the area is approximately 600 nm x 300 nm). 
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Figure 2.16: Example image of an acceptable range in side-view linear field 
simulation: ±.6.x is represented by the horizontal red bar. .6.y is considered 
to span the entire range between glass slides, as shown by the vertical red 
bar. Shaded gray area represents the entire region of acceptable uniformity 
(x and y components vary less than 4.27% in this region). Black axes and 
gray box are superimposed for clarity. 
The acceptable range along each pair of electrodes, which is the direction 
perpendicular to the paper plane in Figure 2.14, was almost the whole length 
of the electrode along that direction. This indicates that along the central 
line between two pairs of electrodes, there is a large range we can use for 
observation. 
Simulation of Rotating Field 
It was also necessary to develop a criterion for the acceptable range in the top-
view geometry for rotating field. Figure 2.17 shows the top-view of the center 
of the rotating field electrode structure. In this figure, the white parts "1A", 
"1B", "2A", "2B" represent four pairs of thin gold-film-electrodes. The two 
electrode up and down in each pair (we cannot see them both because this is 
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t he top view) were given the same electric potent ia.! in the simulation similar 
as the linear field. The rest of the figure represents the colloidal sample we 
want to observe. A rotating field can be obta ined like t his: connect 1A and 
1B to posit ive and negative out put of a sine wave AC power supply "channel 
1"; similarly connect 2A and 2B to positive and negative ou tput of another 
sine wave AC power supply "channel 2"; channel 1 and channel 2 have the 
same frequency, but 90° phase difference. Hence there will be a electric field 
with constant strength and rotating direction produced in the center of the 
four electrode pair (which is also made to be t he geometric center (0,0) in 
simulation). A similar technique was used to determine the acceptable range 
of fielcluniformity. We definecl the following method for extracting the range 
from top-view geometries: 
• Move the mouse cursor to the cent ral point (0.0) and record the electric 
field magnitude IEol - Calculate (50/ 1172)*1Eol (approximately 4o/c of 
this value), call t his value t:.E. Record E.r(O) and Ey(O) (the x and y 
component of E0 ) . 
• Traverse the posit ive and negative x (horizontal) axes and observe the 
two points at which IBx(O) - Rx(x)l = t:.E , where Ex(1:) is the x 
component of the electric field at some point on the x axis. Record 
the x posit ions of these two points, for example, t:.:rx = -0.53 mm, 0.44 
mm. Note these values are generally not symmetric. 
• TI·averse the positive and negative y (ver tical) a.,'{eS and observe the two 
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points where IEx(O) - EJ.,(y)l = 6.E, Ex(Y) is the x component of the 
electric field at some point on they a..xis. Record they position of these 
points, for example, 6.Y:r = -0.44 mm, 0.54 mm. (It was observed that 
the y component of electric field Ey was always satisfying the criteria 
within 6.yx, i.e. 6.yy > 6.y:r .) 
• These four values define a rectangle (the big blue rectangle in Figure 
2.17). Traverse the top and bottom edges of this rectangle, and record 
the x positions of the four points where IEy(O) - Ey(1:) I = 6.E, Ey(l~) 
is the y component of the electric field along the top and bottom edges 
of thi rectangle. In om simulations, t hcse four points were symmetric 
about y axis, so we recorded our data in the form ±6.xy = 0.26 mm. 
• The acceptable range is now considered to be the smaller rectangular 
region (gray shaded region in Figure 2 .17) in which both the 6.yx, and 
6.xy criteria arc satisfied. Observation in this region has the uniformity 
of electric field guaranteed. 
2.3.2 Design and Construction of Electric Field Cells 
Design of Linear Field 
Using the electric-field simulation package Poisson Superfish, we demon-
strated the feasibility of creating a uniform linear/ rotating electric field with 
thin gold-film-electrodes coated on glass substrates. Then we designed two 
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Figure 2.17: Example image of an acceptable range in top-view rotating field 
simulation: 6.xx, and 6.yx are represented by the horizontal and vertical red 
bars. The blue rectangle surrounds the area in which Ex vari s less than 
4.27%. 6.xy is shown by the horizontal green bar. The overall acceptable 
range lies in the overlap and is indicated by the gray shaded region. 
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types of masks for gold coating in order to m<'lkc the gold-film-electrodes on 
microscope slides and cover slips. The cells used for electric field studies on 
colloids were made by two pieces of glass substrates coated with exactly the 
same structure of electrodes, having each pair of electrodes facing each other 
and the potential difFerence between different pairs of electrode creating the 
horizontal linear/ rotating field. 
T he masks were made of brass (thanks to :Mr. Whalen), with a size same 
as number 1 micro cover slips, i. e. 30x 22 mm. The designing sketch of the 
brass mask for linear field is shown in Figure 2.18: The black parts are the 
empty area on t he mask where gold can be coated through, and the white 
area is brass where gold vapor is blocked during gold coating. Each electrode 
(the black part) is formed by a main rectangular electrode and a short "wire" 
on which we can make contact . The dimension of each rectangular electrode, 
as shown in the figure, is 22x 6 mm. They are 2 mm apart from each other , 
4 mm from the t op and bottom bonndary of the mask, 2 mm from the right 
boundary, and 6 mm from the left boundary. The short "wire" connected 
to each electrode is 1 nun wide and 5 mm long. T he end of each line then 
is 1 mm from the left boundary of the mask. The photo of the actual lin-
ear field mask is shown in Figure 2.19. Tote that all the right angles were 
rounded for technical reasons (the smallest milling machine bit available was 
approximately 1 mm in diameter). 
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Figure 2.18: The design of the linear field mask: Each electrode (the black 
part) is formed by a main rectangular electrode and a short "wire" on which 
we can make conduction. The dimension of each rectangular electrode, as 
shown in the figure, is 22x6 mm. They are 2 mm apart from each other, 4 
mm from the top and bottom boundary of the mask, 2 mm from the right 
boundary, and 6 mm from the left boundary. The short "wire" connected to 
each electrode is 1 mm wide and 5 mm long. The end of each line then is 1 
mm from the left boundary of the mask. 
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Figure 2.19: Brass mask for linear field. 
Design of Rotating Field 
Similar as the linear field mask, the rotating field mask was also made of 
brass and had boundary dimensions of 30 x 22 mm. The sketch of rotating 
field mask is shown in Figure 2.20: Same as the linear field mask, the black 
parts are the actual structure of gold-film-electrodes, and the other white 
area is brass where gold vapor is blocked during gold coating. The four 
electrodes (9 x 3 mm) are all rectangular flattened at the near-center angle 
by a small 0.5x0.5 mm right angle triangular, in order to agree with the 
electrode structure in former simulation (see Figure 2.17) . But actually the 
near-center angles were rounded due to technical reason, instead of flattened 
(see Figure 2.21). The four electrodes were designed to be separated from 
each other by 2 mm, but actually they were made to be separated by 2 mm 
horizontally and 1 mm vertically in brass masks (due to technical reason). 
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The electrodes arc 2 mm from the right boundary of the mask, and 8 mm 
from the left boundary. They were designed to be 7 mm from the top and 
the bottom boundary of the mask, but were actually 7.5 mm as the ver ti-
cal distance between electrodes was shrunk by 1 mm. The "wires" on the 
electrodes were designed to avoid overlapping of conduction joints with real 
wires when making the cell. The "wires" arc 1 mm wide and 2 mm away 
from the left boundary of the mask. The photo of actual rotating field mask 
is shown in Figure 2.21. Again all sharp corners were rounded. 
Construction of Electric Field 
The construction of linear and rotating electric field microscope sample cells 
followed these steps: 
• Use t he brass masks for linear and rotating field for gold coating on 
micro glass slides and cover slips. 
Cut each microscope slide (VWR, 75x25 mm, 1.0 mm thick, plain) 
into two ident ical pieces (37.5x25 mm). Prepare 8 pieces of them 
and 8 micro cover slips (VWR, 30 x 22 mm, 0.17 mm thick) as we 
have 8 linear field masks and 8 rotating field masks. 
Ultrasonicate these glass slides in soap water for approximately 
30 minutes. Then clean them with tap water and distilled water. 
Once there is a thin non-dewetting water layer on the glass slides, 
they should be clean enongh. The washed slid .s ar th n naturally 
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Figure 2.20: The designing sketch of the rotating field mask: The four elec-
trodes ( 9 x 3 mm) are all rectangular flattened at the near-center angle by 
a small 0.5t'im.es0.5 mm right angle triangular. The four electrodes were 
designed to be separated from each other by 2 mm, but actually they were 
made to be separated by 2 mm horizontally and 1 mm vertically in brass 
masks. The electrodes are 2 mm from the right boundary of the mask, and 
8 mm from the left boundary. They were designed to be 7 mm from the top 
and the bottom boundary of the mask, but actually 7.5 mm as the vertical 
distance between electrodes was shrink by 1 mm. The ' wires" are 1 mm 
wide and 2 mm away from the left boundary of the mask. 
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Figure 2.21: Brass mask for rotating field. 
dried at room temperature (25 oc). 
- Use the masks for gold coating on the cleaned microscope slides 
and cover slips. The "Edwards" coating units we used for gold 
coating were mainly consisted of a high vacuum system (includ-
ing a vacuum pump, a glass bell jar chamber and necessary valves 
and gauges) and a tungsten basket heater inside the chamber. Ba-
sically, we were creating a huge light bulb, putting a small piece 
of gold wire (99.99%) on the tungsten light bulb filament, and 
heating it to the point where the gold actually evaporated, and 
then condensed on our relatively cold sample surface (masked). 
This process happened in the chamber where a high vacuum envi-
ronment was required (10- 4 torr or less). The gold-film-electrodes 
coated on glass are shown in Figures 2.22 and 2.23. 
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Figure 2.22: The gold-film-electrodes coated on glass slides for two-electrode 
linear field cell. 
Figure 2.23: The gold-film-electrodes coated on glass slides for four-electrode 
rotating field cell. 
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We also used chromium-gold coating, i.e. chromium (99.998% 
pure, Kurt J. Lesker) coated first on glass and then gold coated 
on chromium, for a better electrode adherence to glass. 
• Make contacts with thin electric wires (AWG , mm) on the gold coated 
glass slides. 
Clean the extra gold on the glass slides in case of any unwanted 
shorting when turning voltage on. The gold does not stick t.o 
glass well, so it is very easy t.o clean the extra gold with wipes 
(1\:imwipes) . On the other hand. we need to be extremely careful 
not to scratch the gold electrode by any chance. The chromium-
gold coated electrodes stick strongly to glass and are difficult to 
scratch. However we need to use 20% hydrochloric acid to clean 
the extra gold on these slides. 
Cut a. piece of electric wire (approximately 20 em) for each elec-
trode. Use wire stripper to strip the insulation from electric wires 
at both ends, 2 mm for one end and 1 em for the other. 
Each cell is made of one thin cover slip and one thick slide, with 
the same type of gold coating facing each other and "wires" left at 
opposite sides. So we put one gold coated cover slip and another 
same-type-coated micro glass slide on a aluminum board (for the 
later heating). Carefully put the stripped 2 mm end of each wire 
on each gold "wire" of the gold electrode. Use a a small piece of 
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aluminum foil tape to stick the insulation part of the wires, for 
the cover slip, onto the aluminum board. The aluminum foil tape 
can endure a high temperature when we cure the conductive glue. 
Similarly use this tape to stick the wires onto the microscope slide 
as there is more extra space on the slide than the slip (see the 
aluminum foil tape stripes in Figure 2.13, for example) . We stick 
the wires with the aluminum foil tape in order to hold them close 
to the gold electrode "wires", which helps keep the wires in close 
contact with the gold substrate (important to minimize the joint 
resistance) . 
Put a small drop of conductive glue ( Iorland conductive adhesive 
130) with a bamboo stick on each of the joints of the 2 nnn stripped 
section of the electric wire and the gold electrode "wire". Put the 
aluminum plate (with one cover slip, one slide and the wires on 
it) into a pre-heated oven (approximately 140 oc). The glue will 
be precured in 5 minutes. Take out the aluminum plate to ch ck 
if the wires come off or moved, and add a little more conductive 
glue if necessary. Be careful not to put too much conductive glue 
that shorts the nearby electrode. The cure of the conductive gluC' 
takes 1 hour or even more, depends on the temperature. Once the 
wires and gold electrodes are checked to be conducting (using a 
multimeter), we can turn the oven off. 
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• Usc the microscope slide and cover slip with electric wires to make an 
electric field cell. 
- We use 0.075 mm thick polyethylene terephthalate film (Goodfel-
low) as the spacer between the two pieces of micro glass. Cut two 
spacers (25x3 mm) from the film, wash them with 95% alcohol, 
and wipe them with wipers. 
Put the ·pacers on sides of the glass slide where no gold were 
coated on. Then put the cover slip on the slide with gold electrodes 
facing inside. Carefully align the electrode pattern of the bottom 
slide and the top cover slip. Put a weight or bamboo stick to 
press the cover slip on the bottom slide which are separated by 
the 0.075 mm spacer. 
U e bamboo stick to put little drops of :.Jo. 61 UV (ultraviolet) 
glue (Norland optical adhesive 61) on side of the spacers. The glue 
will go in slowly and join the top cover slip and the bottom slide 
clue to the capillary effect. Put this cell under a. high-intensity 
UV lamp (Spectroline, 365 nm wavelength) within a short dis-
tance (approximately 10 em) for faster cure. The precure for No. 
61 uv glue needs a few seconds, and the complete cure needs ap-
proximately 15 minutes. 
For a more convenient mounting of the cell on the confocal mi-
croscope, join another full length plain micro glass slide (simply 
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washed with alcohol) at the bottom of the half-size glass slide 
(using the same No. 61 UV epoxy). 
- In order to strengthen the wires of the cell, use a much thicker 
UV glue (Norland UV sealant 91) to joint the wires of the top 
cover slip onto the bottom slide. Examples of completed linear 
and rotating field cell are shown in Figure 2.24 and 2.25. 
- There is a large vertical electric field produced at the overlap of the 
"wire" part of the four-electrode cell when turning on a rotating 
field (the circled parts pointed by arrows in Figure 2.26). This 
problem can be avoided by redesigning the rotating field mask in 
the future. Therefore we use wider spacers (25 x 6 mm) so that the 
extended spacers can separate the overlapped "wires". This is the 
reason for chromium-gold coating, which gives durable electrodes 
that cannot be scratched by the extended spacers. 
Figure 2.24: Completed two-electrode linear field cell. 
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Figur 2.25: Completed four-electrode rotating field cell. 
Figure 2.26: Highlighted area at the overlap of the "wire" part of the four-
electrode cell where large vertical electric field were produced as a side effect 
of rotating field 
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Chapter 3 
Experiments, Data Analysis 
and Results 
This chapter lescribes the detailed procedure for our electric field experi-
ments in sedim nted colloidal suspensions. the acquisition and analysis of 
quantitative data, and finally the discussion of results. 
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3.1 Experimental Procedures 
This section describes general procedures for electric field experiments. Us-
ing the confocal microscope, we studied the synthesized silica colloids under 
external electric fields . The confocal images were then analyzed using image-
processing programs written in the IDL programming language, the raw data 
was analyzed to calculate different order parameters, and the output order 
parameters were further analyzed using graphical analyzing program Igor 
Pro. 
3.1.1 Sample Preparation 
We used synthesized silica core-shell particles (0.77pm NL9 and l.l4f.Lm NL8, 
see 2.1 for synthesis details) to prepare samples for confocal microscopy (see 
2.3.2 for more details about the cell) . The colloids were refractive index 
matched for confocal imaging, and salt added to make the silica spheres 
behave like hard spheres. The colloids were then filled in the cells made for 
electric field experiments. 
Refractive Index Matching 
The less the mismatch between the refractive index of silica particles np and 
of the surrounding fluid n1, the better the confocal image quality of fluor s-
cent cores will be. This is because multiple scattering of light degrades image 
quality. We did not. know the exact. ?lp of our porous silica particles, but. we 
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knew np ~ 1.46. Therefore we used dimethyl sulfoxide (abbreviated DMSO, 
ACP Chemicals Inc., nD = 1.479, 20 OC) and distilled water (nw = 1.333, 20 
OC) mixture to make a fluid whose n 1 eq 1als np. A mixture of water:DMSO 
with volume fraction ratio of 15:85 gave a relatively good result. Thus we 
found that np ~ 1.46. The original silica suspension stored in ethanol was 
very milky and almost opaque. After transfer to the water:DMSO mixture, 
where the same centrifuge technique was used as before, the suspension con-
tained in a 2 mL cylindrical glass vial was clear enough to easily look through. 
To minimi:6e the refractive index mismatch, we used the technique of heat-
ing or cooling the suspensions to decide whether more DMSO or water was 
needed. Because the refractive index of water:DMSO mixture decreases 
while the mixture is heated and increases when cooled (the temperature 
dependence of refractive index for typical solvent is approximately 0.001 per 
Kelvin), we can tell whether n 1 in the suspension is higher or lower than np 
and adjust it as follows: 
• If the suspension (in a glass container) looks clearer when cooled with 
cold tap water. or it looks more milky when heated with hot tap water, 
then TLf at room temperature is actually lower than np. We can add a 
few drops of DMSO in the suspension to make it look clearer. 
• lf the suspension looks clearer when heated, or it looks more milky 
when cooled, then n 1 at room temperature is actually higher than np· 
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We can add a few drops of dist illed water in the suspension to make it. 
look clearer. 
• If both heating and cooling make the suspension look worse n1 equal 
np and the refractive index mismatch is minimi~>;ed. The suspension 
should appear very clear and transparent. 
Control of Ionic Strength 
To make the colloidal silica spheres behave like hard spheres, we needed to 
decrease the De bye screening length down to one tenth of the particle diam-
eter, which was approximately 50 nm for 0.5 - 1 ! Llll. The Debye screening 
length ,.,.- 1 is related to the elect rolyte ionic strength and dielectric constant, 
as well as the absolute temperature, by [37]: 
(3 .1) 
where n, is inversed Debye s<.:reening length, e is the elementary charge, Co is 
the ionic strength of the electrolyte and is in mol/m3 as n, is in SI units, N A 
is Avogadro's number. c:0 is the permittivity of free space, Er is the dielectric 
constant, /..;JJ is the Boltzmann's constant, and Tis the absolute temperature 
in kelvin. A more commonly used formula to calculate K.-1 is: 
1 E 
n,- = 0.034y Co (mn) (3.2) 
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which can be easily derived from Equation 3. L and C0 here is in mol/ L. F\·om 
Equation 3.2, we can get the relation between 11;- 1 and C0 . Using: 
(J 
Co= ----
AoC'lwl 'lwd) 
(3.3) 
which describes the relation of C'0 and specific conductivity CJ of an elec-
t rolytic solution, we can tell if t he ionic strength of the suspension is strong 
enough to have a small enough "'-1 by measuring the conductivity using a 
conductivity meter (Amber Science Inc) . A0 here is the molar conductivity 
of electrolytes, which is 141.3 S cm2 mol-1 at 0.01mol dm-3 [37]. ?]w and ?]wd 
arc viscosities of water (1.002 cP at 20 oC) and watcr:DMSO mixture (1.847 
cP at 20 oc for 15:85 volume ratio) . Due to \iValden's rule [37], the product 
of molar conductivity and viscosity of one electrolyte should be constant. 
We made 1.94 g/ L I\.Cl water solution, and added to watcr:DMSO mix-
ture for making hard sphere like colloidal suspensions. For "'-1 = 50 nm , 
the calculated result of needed C'0 was 2.45 x 10- 5 M, corresponded to a CJ of 
1.87 JtS/cm. After adding 394 JtL KCl solution to 225 mL water:DMSO mix-
ture, we got a CJ of actually 1.96 JLS/cm, corresponding to a. C0 of 2.57 x 10- 5 
M, and the actual "'- l = 48.8 nm. 
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Control of Sample Concentration and Sample Filling 
The volume fraction of our colloidal samples was measm ecl using the same 
oven-drying method as described in last chapter, assuming the density of 
porous silica sphere was 2 g/mL. Volume fractions for the samples we used 
were as follows: 
• 3.1% 0.77 {tm core-shell silica. colloids (NL9B1), salted (i .e. KCl added), 
used for Experiment S 1 (described in next section). 
• 3.8% 1.14 {trn core-shell silica. colloids (NL8B), salted , us d for Exper-
iment Ll. 
• 3.1% 0.77 {tm core-shell silica colloids (NL9B2), unsalt ed (i.e. water 
and DMSO only), used for Experiment 82. 
After making the samples, we stored each of them separately in 2 mL black 
cap glass vials. Before experiments, we stirred the sample using a vortexer 
(Vortex Genie 2, Scient ific Industries) and ultra. onica.tecl it for approximately 
30 minutes to make the volume fraction uniform. Then a disposable Pasteur 
pipette (5~ inches, Fisherbrancl) was used to t ake the sample, by clipping t he 
tip of the pipette in the sample. The capillary action drove the sample into 
the pipette, although only a small amount . The sample was then transferred 
to t he electric field cell we made by touching the pipette t ip to the edge of 
the cell , again due to the capillary action. This was repeated a few times 
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until the cell was fully filled. vVc tried to avoid cr0ating any air bubbles while 
filling the cell, which otherwise can affect the uniformity of the electric field. 
3.1.2 Experimental Setup 
Here we introduce the experimental setup, including setup for electric field 
instruments and configurations for our confocal microscope. 
Electric Field Setup 
The instruments we used to generate electric fields were a dual-channel func-
tion generator (0-25 MHz, Tektronix, AFG3022) and two wide-band ampli-
fiers (DC/ 0-1 MHz, Krohn-Hite, 7602M) , and a. two-channel digital storage 
oscilloscope (0-10 MHz, Tektronix, TDS1002) for monitoring AC voltages. 
For the two-electrode linear field cell (described in 2.3.2), only one channel 
of the function generator and one amplifier was used. One pair of verti-
cally overlapped electrodes was connected to the positive output via wires 
the other pair was grounded. We used the function generator to generate 
a 1 MHz, sinusoidally alternating signal, and nsccl t he amplifier to generate 
different amplitudes of potentials. The signal amplitude from the function 
generator was 1 V (peak-to-peak potential, same for follows). Both the am-
plitudes generated from generator and the amplifier can be gradually varied 
to change the output. The amplitude control in the generator was especially 
useful as thr amplitude control in the amplifier gave too large fluctuation in 
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output. The amplifier can be easily turned on and off to achieve fast switch-
ing between field on and field off in the sample. 
For the four-electrode linear/rotating cell, both channels of the generator 
(Channel 1 and Channel 2) were used, and both amplifiers were used re-
spectively for the two channels. Again each pair of vertically overlapped 
electrodes were connected to one output. Four pairs of electrodes cone-
sponded to four outputs from the two amplifiers, as shown in Figure 3.1: if 
l 
lA ® 2A (t) ~ ._) 2B 8 lB e 
Figure 3.1: Sketch for four-electrode cell electric set up: the top left (lA) and 
bottom right (lB) pairs were respectively connected to positive and negative 
output of one amplifier (Amplifier 1) which amplified Channell; the top right 
(2A) and bottom left (2B) pairs were respectively connected to positive and 
negative output of the other amplifier (Amplifier 2) which amplified Channel 
2. 
viewed from the top of the cell, the top left. (lA) and bottom right (lB) pairs 
were respectively connected to positive and negative output of one amplifier 
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(Amplifier 1) which amplified Channell; the top right (2A) and bottom left 
(2B) pairs were respectively connected to positive and negative output of the 
other amplifier (Amplifier 2) which amplified Channel 2. Note that Channel 
1/2 and Amplifier 1/2 were arbitrarily chosen, and should not affect the re-
sult if 1 and 2 were completely switched. We used negative output instead 
of ground in ord<'r to achieve symmetric rotating field . The detector of the 
oscilloscope, however , can only measure the potential to ground because one 
of the two connections on the detector was designed to be grounded through 
the oscilloscope. Therefore we had to use the other connection of the detector 
connecting only the positive output of the amplifier, knowing the actual po-
tential was twice as high as shown on the oscilloscope. We again used 1 ~1Hz 
sinusoidally alternating signal, but for rotating field there was a 90° phase 
shift from channel 2 to channel 1, while for linear field there was no phase 
difference between the two channels. The amplit udes of potentials from the 
two amplifiers were always kept the same for either rotating field or linear 
field , in order to have a spatially uniform field ncar the center of t he fom 
electrodes. 
Microscope Configuration 
The confocal microscope we used consists of a Nikon fluorescent inverted 
microscope, a. VisiTech confocal scanning unit equipped with a. 491 nm laser. 
The configmations in the confocal microscope and the confocal controlling 
software "VoxCell" were as follows: 
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• 100x/1.40 Oil objective 
• 50 {Lm apert ure 
• 700 x 700 pixels 
• 29 frames per second ( fps) scan speed 
• 8 bit data (for output images) 
• 1 x amplification 
To optimize the quali ty of the confocal images, one needs to adjust laser 
power and photomultiplier tubes (PMT) gain using the VoxCell software for 
the 491 nm laser we used. 
3.1.3 Experiment Procedure 
The operational procedure of the t hree electric field experiments is described 
here, including linear field experiment for NL9B 1 0. 77 p.m silica particles 
(Experiment 81, as it is the first. experiment using relatively small size silica 
colloids) and NL8B 1.14 Jl.m particles (Experiment 11, as it is t he first ex-
periment using relatively large size silica colloids) , and rotating/ linear field 
experiment for NL9B2 0.77 {LITI part icles (Experiment 82, as it is the second 
experiment using relatively small size silica colloids) . 
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Experiment S 1 
This experiment, using 0.77 11.111 diameter silica colloids (NL9Bl , salted, 
J-;,a = 7.9 where a is particle radius) under linear fields created by a two-
electrode cell (2 mm between the two electrodes. see 2.3.2), was completed 
in a procedure as follows: 
• Sedimentation profile. 
- A confocal z-scan was carried out for the full range of sedimented 
silica particles. Analyze the data with IDL procedure nL3dhisto-
. pro and obtain a profile of particle number distribution along 
sedimenting direction, i.e. z direction. 
Load the IDL data to Igor Pro, calculate the volume fraction (¢) 
clistri but ion along z steps ( Z, integers start from 0). The step-
size along z of the confocal image acquisition (stored in the vari-
able "stepsi.ze") was chosen to be roughly half of the particle 
diameter (i.e. 0.4 ftm) . Data from a number (stored in the vari-
able "binsize") of consecutive steps were binned together. Typ-
ically, the variable b-insi::;e and steps-ize were chosen such that 
binsize x stepsi:;e ~ paTU.cle dimneleT (see Figure 3.2). In or-
der to calculate local volume fraction in one bin we can simply 
multiply the particle numbers found by a constant ( C4J 
(3.4) 
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Fignre 3.2: Z steps and bin of histogram: Uniformly distributed four steps in 
z direction showed as a model for z-sc:an. The stepsize showed in the fignre 
is 0.4 rtm ; if our particle diameter is 0.77 f/,m, then we choose a binsize of 
2. The volume of one bin (highlighted by gray lines) then can be calculated 
from binsize, stepsize, and the dimensions in x and y. 
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where Vp is the single part icle volume, and Vbin is the bin volume: 
Vbi.n = b·ins·ize x stepsi ze x a:rea (3.5) 
For example, the stcpsize showed in the figure is 0.4 Jtm; if our 
particle diameter is 0.77 {tm, then we choose a binsize of 2. The 
volume of one bin (highlighted by gray lines in the figure) then can 
be calculated from binsize. stepsize, and the dimensions in x and 
y (700 pixels ~ 60 11.111 for both x and y in our case). Therefore, 
Vbin in the figure equals 2880 (J.i.m)3 , and the corresponding C¢ 
equals 8.3 X 10-5 . 
Using Igor, we can also easily get the real z posit ion from the IDL 
result. We used 100 steps for z-::>can, correspond to 0 to 42.3 {tm . 
So each z step number (Z) multiplying stepsize 0.423 {tm gives z 
position (Z17) . 
From the analysis in Igor, locate the Z range containing 10 points 
for needed volume fraction, sec Figmc 3.3. As we were interested 
in low qJ case, the range we selected for this experiment was ap-
proximately from 10% to 0.2%. 
• Time Series at different clcpth. With the 10 points of Zp, we know where 
in depth to take confocal time series image for bond parameter and 
other analysis. Start from the deepest position point among the ten, 
take 400-frame time series (29 fps). and move up to the next position 
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Figure 3.3: Example of sedimentation profile. The "Range Interested" in the 
figure shows t he general Z range of interest for confocal time series experi-
ments. 
to take another 400-frame time series. 
• Vary fields. We started from no field , and repeated the whole procedure 
at different values of linear field. V/e took 11 values between 0 V and 
300 V, and the values were almost equally distributed (in volt) : 0, 50, 
100, 120, 150, 180, 200, 220, 250, 280, 300. Note the corresponding 
fields here were just these potentials divided by 2 mm. 
• Analyze these time series using IDL procedures nLbondensity.pro, nL-
bondtheta..pro and nLericgr2d.pro , etc to get bond order parameters 
and pair correlation functions. 
• Load all these data to Igor Pro for analysis. 
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Experiment L 1 
This experiment, using 1.14 Jl.m diameter salted silica colloids (NLSB, 1\.a = 
11.7 where a is part icle radius) under linear field created by a two-electrode 
cell ( 2 mm between), was com pletecl in a procecl ure similar to Experiment S 1. 
We used the movmg average method for z profile as mr nt ionrd in 2.2.2, 
clue to t he relatively large particle diameter. We did 100 z steps t hrongh 30 
{tm, therefore the stepsize is 0.3 {tl11 and binsize is 4, leading to a 1.2 {tm 
thick bin slide. However , we shifted every 2 frames (i. e. 0. 6 pm) in z-stack 
to get more finely-spaced data. 
We took 11 equally (every 20 V) separated values from 0 to 200 V as the 
potentials across the 2 mm electrode gap , corresponding to 11 fields from 0 
to 1000 V /em. 
Experiment S2 
This experiment , using 0. 77 p.m unsalted silica colloid~ (~L9B2) under lin-
car/ rotating fields created by a four-electrode cell (sec 2.3.2 for det ails), was 
again completed iu a similar procedure. 
T he reason we used unsalted colloids for this experiments is that the ver-
tical field created a t the overlaps of the electrode ''wires", as we ment ioned 
in 2.3.2. When a rotating field was applied on the four-electrode cell , a poten-
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tied diffcrcncr brtwccn the top and bottom rh ctrodcs crcatrcl a high vrrtical 
electric field at the overlap parts of the '·'wire ". Sample with higher ionic 
strength would produce more heat. dangerous for the lOO x objective which 
was closely touching the cell. Ther fore, we switched to a unsalt d 0. 77 ~Lm 
sample with same concentration. 
\Ve took 11 value. from 0 V to 2<10 V, for both linear and rotating fields. 
From the simulation results we had an e"timate for the actual fields at the 
center of the four electrodes where we observed the colloids through the mi-
croscope. These fields were not the . ame for the linear field and rotating 
field, and diffcrC'nt from the two-clrctrodc case. This was simply due to dif-
ferent electrode geometries. For example, a 200 V potential corresponded 
to a 1000 V /em linear field in the two-electrode cell. But for four-electrode 
cell. the linear field produced by 200 V was 820 V /em. and the rotating field 
produced by the same potential was 580 V /em (1/ J2 of linear fi lei). 
When doing the rxprrimcnt. wr switchrcl brtwcen linrar and rotating field 
(i.e. switched the phase difference betwe n Channell and Charm l 2 between 
ooancl 90°) at all the ten places in depth and also at all 11 pot ntial value ' in 
order to obtain the sedimentation profile and time series imag s for the e two 
types of fi lei. To assure the colloids were at equilibrium state, th switching 
of the field type was not faster than once per minute. The advantage of this 
method was having the linear/rotating phase transition observed at the same 
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place in the plane. Even if there was any vertical shift (there actually was 
a little as we will show later), we would not lose any information iu local 
volume fraction. since we had t he sedimentation profile separately taken for 
each type of field . 
3.2 Data Acquisition, Analysis and Results 
In this section. we will present the detailed methods of data acquisit ion and 
analysis, as mentioned in 3.1.3 at the last step of the experiment procedure. 
3.2.1 Data Acquisition 
From all the confocal images taken in each experiment, we used IDL to 
calculate bond parameters. We also used Igor Pro to help determine the 
proper parameters of IDL procedures described in 2.2. 
Data Naming Convention 
In one experiment, for each value of potential we had ten t ime series with dif-
ferent local volume fractions . Normally a. 400-frame time series was exported 
with a. name containing information of both potential and volume fraction. 
Since the sedimcntcd silica colloids showed R. decreasing local volume fraction 
upon decreasing depth and we started from the lowest point, normally the 
first time series was t he most dense one. For example, the first time serie 
taken at 20 V, which had the highest local volume fraction, would be named 
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as "020v _ts 1" ; and the last one with the lowest volume fraction would bC' 
"020v _ts lO" . 
Systematic Method For Setting Brightness Thresholds 
Identifying features via image processing is an imperfect science, with a del-
icate balance between cutoffs which allow no spurious par ticles and cutoffs 
t hat do not miss any real part icles. When acquiring z-stacks. it is possible' 
by correlating part icles in adjacent frames to obtain a very reliable measure 
of part icle. When obtaining t ime series. the results were more sensitive to 
t he value of t he bright ness parameter (i.e. the brightness t hreshold) used. 
We devised (and describe here) a self-consistent procedure to treat all time 
series images in t he same way. 
The brightness threshold t urned out to be an important parameter in t he IDL 
procedures (i. e. "nLbondensity .pro", "nLboncltheta.pro" and "nLericgr2d-
. pro") for calculating the colloidal order parameter , because the number of 
identified particles within an image was sensit ive' t o the brightness nsed. Too 
low a brightness t hreshold allows the identificat ion of noise as spurious pal-ti-
des. Increasing t he I rightness threshold progressively decreased the numb r 
of real particles t hat are found. To minimize the instability and subjectivity 
of human judgment , we plotted the calculated bond densities of the time se-
ries image at maximum volume fraction (tsl ) as a function of the brightnrss 
threshold used. An examplr from Expr riment Sl was shown in Figure 3.4. 
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At very high values of t he bright ness threshold. the bond density saturates 
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F igure 3.4: Bond density vs brightness from Experiment Sl (0.77 flm): If we 
curve fit the linear part of 300 V data, the point where the original data and 
the linear curve fit start to meet, i.e. 4000 in brightness axis, is a good value 
of bright ness cutoff for our image. 
at a value close to zero. On lowering bright ness threshold (below 9000 in 
Figure 3.4) , there is a linear increase in bond density. At very low brightness 
(below 4000), art ifacts arc allowed and t here is again nonlinear behavior . 
W hen we curve fi t the linear part of 300 V data, the point where the original 
data and the linear curve fi t start t o meet , i.e. 4000 in brightness axis, was 
seen to give a good value of brightness cutoff for the corresponding confocal 
time-series image. We used this brightness threshold for the ts l images at the 
highest potent ials, and got t he statistics of features found (average number 
of ident ified part icles in each frame) for different volume fractions. The max-
imum ¢ for different potentials were normally different, and only these data 
for maximum ¢ showed a obvious nonlinearity. An example for Experiment 
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Sl is shown in Figure 3.5. Features fonnd (N1) in image were proportional 
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Figure 3.5: Features found vs volume fraction for Experiment Sl: Features 
found in image were proportional to the local volume fraction ¢, therefore , 
the four data. point taken from different potential and ¢ should fall on on . 
line passing through zero point. The four points (from low ¢ to high ¢) 
correspond to high potentials of 250V, 220V, 280V and 300V. 
to local volume fraction (¢) , therefore, the four data points (Nt and corre-
sponding ¢) taken from different potentials at. the mau-ximum ¢ should fall on 
one line passing through zero point. Actually they did fall on one line and 
the error of the linear curve fit was 4.8%. Using the relation between Nt 
and ¢, we optimized the values of brightness threshold cutoff for all ¢ and 
all potentials in one experiment so that the IDL generated N1 wa.s very close 
to this expected value, within 5o/c error. 
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Separation Threshold 
The diameter and separation setting in IDL procedures were determined 
using the line tool in ImageJ and the actual diameters of particles. For 
example, a diameter of 9 pixels and a separation of 9 pixels were used for 
0. 77 pm particle, 11 pixels and 13 pixels for 1.14 pm particle. The bond 
length used for IDL procedures were 11 pixels (i.e. 0.95 l'·m) for 0.77 Jl.l11 
particle. and 16 pixels (1.37 fl.m) for 1.14 fJ.m particle. 
Dipolar Energy 
\Ne calculated the bond density B and the angular order parameter (cos2 B) 
from the particle coordinates obtained from our confocal images. We then 
used simple do-loop procedures (these "macros" were written in the graphical 
analysis program, Igor Pro) to analyze all these data (Igor Pro procedures 
used are included in appendix B). The procedures consisted of operations on 
dat.a for each value of electric fields with loops running through the analysis 
for data at all values of fields (see next subsection for detailed results). 
This was a convenient way to study the physical parameters of interest. 
of colloidal suspensions upon increasing electric field energy (E2 ), where 
(E2 ) = (E ·E), and E is the center nns (root mean square) electric field. In 
all the linear field experiment.s the ( B2 ) is simply half of the square of B0 for 
Experiment 81 and Experiment 11 (where E0 is the center field amplitude 
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of field ). because: 
? 211" 
- - Eo1 ? (E ·E)=-- cos~ede = E6/2. 
21l' 0 
(3.6) 
Although the center field amplitude E0 was different for rotating field and 
linear field in Experiment 82, as we mentioned in 3.1.3, (E2 ) was the same 
for them because: 
Given the same potential , the center linear field amplitude Ebin is /2 times 
larger than the center rotating field amplitude E0ot as: 
So we have 
where 
11pk Bo =- . 
2d 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3 .10) 
11pk here is the peak-to-peak potential, d is the distance between two lin-
ear electrodes. As we have seen in Equation 1.4, lambda parameter A is 
a good parameter representing dipolar energy. which is proportional to the 
field strength as shown in Eqnation 1.3. We plotted Eo vs A for both sizes 
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of particles in Figure 3.6 for convenience of looking up corresponding field 
strength of A. 
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Figure 3.6: E0 vs A: Experiment 81 and 82 was using 0.77 Jt.m part icles, and 
Experiment 11 was using 1.14 p.m particles. 
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3.2.2 Order Para1neter Analysis and Results 
Here we present ctetailed analysis anct results of our order parameters. 
Bond Density 
The bond density vs volume fraction ¢ for Experiment Sl is shown in Figure 
3.7. For each value of potential in this experiment, bond density basically 
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Figure 3. 7: Experiment Sl: Bond density vs ¢ profile. For each value of 
peak-to-peak potential in Experiment Sl, bond density basically increased 
linearly with volume fraction, which was due to the decreasing distances 
between each pair of particles. For different potentials, it appeared that 
higher potential corresponded to a higher slope of the linear increase of bond 
density upon ¢ . 
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increased almost linearly with ¢ . Such an increase in bond density was in lced 
expected due to the decreasing distances between each pair of particles as the 
increasing potential caused increasing inter-particle attraction. For different 
potentials. it appeared that higher potential corresponded to a. higher slope 
of the linear increase of bond density with ¢. Vve expected the bond density 
(B) to have a ¢ dependence of the form B = /31¢ + (32¢2 . The reason for 
this is as follows: When we use IDL to analyze a confocal image of colloids 
to calculate the bond density in this image, we define a bond length ( L) 
a.s the standard of bonds (see 2.2.2 for details) . In generaL L is chosen to 
be slightly larger than actual bond length iu real-space, as we do not want 
to miss any bonds· due to too small Ft value of L. Therefore, if the actual 
diameter of the mono dispersed particles is CJ, then L chosen is slightly larger 
than CJ . Then the actual volume of a. particle (v) is slightly smaller than the 
volume it appears (ve where the subscript "e" means extended volume), as 
shown in Figure 3.8. If we call the bond density B and the unbonded density 
U, then we always have B + U = 1. The B at zero field can be expressed as 
(3.11) 
where N is the number of bonded particles and V is the total volume of 
all particles. Moreover, as we define that when the distance between two 
particles (R) is smaller than L, i.e. when R < L, we say this two particles 
are "bonded". So there will be volume overlap of Ve when the distance of two 
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Figure 3. : Two bonded particl s. D fine Las bond length, so long as particle 
eparation R ·atisfy that a < R < L, where a is actual particle diameter, we 
say the two pFtrticlcs arc bonded. V1 is ovcrlFtppcd volume of Ve · 
bonded particles satisfy a < R < L, and we call this volume overlap U1• So 
the unbonded and bonded density considering overlap of extend cl volume 
can be exprcs. eel as 
r I 
1 Ve • IJ u = 1- - ¢ + --13 
v 2 v 
(3.12) 
and 
B1 1- U1 
Ue . U
1 
-;; <:> - 2 VB 
Ve <P _ ~ V1 Ve ¢2 
v 2 v2 
j3, ¢ + !32¢2 . 
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Therefore, we used polynomial fitting B = (30 + {31¢) + {32¢2 for our bono 
density profiles (such as Figures 3.7 and 3.9), constraining {30 = 0, {31 > 0, 
and (32 < 0. In the presence of an external field the actual B will be higher 
than that at zero field . so an increasing {31 with increasing field was expected. 
The polynomial fit of bond density vs ¢ profile showed its advantage <'S-
pecially at Experiment 11 (as shown in Figure 3.9) where a nonlinearity rose 
up at high field: At high enough ¢ (¢;?: 20%) particles in a confocal imag 
appear close to each other and bond density B will reach its maximum at 
this point, after where increasing¢ will only decrease B. For high fields, not 
only the high ¢ points behave nonlinearly, the points at low ¢ ( ¢ ;S 2%) also 
increase nonlinearly with¢. The reason for this was due to the stronger dipo-
lar interaction between particles (for 1.14 ~tm particles) for high field cases 
in Experiment 11, as the strength of the interaction was proportional to the 
cube of particle diameter. Therefore, very few particles at low ¢ situation 
could still form bonds and led to a high bond density at high enongh fields. 
In Figure 3.10, we present all the results of ;31 vs lambda parameter A (de-
scribed in Equation 1.3) from the three experiments to see how {31 behaves in 
different fields and if there is any threshold-like behavior. Since each particle 
should has the same weight in the curve fitting of bond density profiles, we 
nsed C.JN (where N was the local particle number and C was a constant) 
as the weight for the polynomial fit function, producing the same error of 
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Figure 3.9: Experiment 11: Bond density vs volume fraction profile. Here 
we can see the nonlinear efl"ect at high fields. 
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/31 (the error bars shown in Figure 3.10) as that produced without weighting 
with a proper C. 
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Figure 3.10: /31 vs A. Particle sizes: 0.77 J.Lm for Experiment 81 and 82, 
1.14 J.Lm for 11. Fields applied were linear for Experiments 81 and 11. For 
Experiment 2 "lin" means linear field. 
From Figure 3.10 we can see that /31 increases with dipolar interaction energy 
to a value 150% of the zero field value when A > 6, except Experiment 82 
in which the field could not be increased too much because of the heating 
problem we mentioned in 2.3.2. At low A (A < 6) , /31 stays steady at approx-
imately 2 - 4 for 0. 77 J.Lm particles. But this steady stage of /31 is not clear 
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for 1.14 ft.m particles. Although we expected the resnlt from Experiment 82 
would collapse on that of Experiment 81 as they were using the same size 
particles, actually there is an obvious difference in (31 vs A diagram for 81 
and 82. The difference between 81 and 11 in (31 is understandable becau e 
(31 is sensitive to u" chosen for IDL calculation and the actual v of particles. 
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Bond Angular Order Parameter 
Bond angular order parameter (cos2 (}) was obtained for both 0. 77 ft.m and 
1.14 {till particles as a function of local volume fraction ¢. The (cos2 e) VS 
¢profile for Experiment S1 is presented in Figure 3.11. For each value of 
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Figure 3.11: Experiment S1: (cos2 (}) vs ¢ profile'. For each valne of potential 
in Experiment Sl. the angular order parameter (cos2 e) was basically constant 
for different ¢, except at the low ¢ (¢ < 0.02) where the small nnmber of 
bonds resulted in poor statistics. Higher potential corresponded to a higher 
average value of (cos2 e). 
potential, (cos2 e) was roughly constant for different ¢, except at the low ¢ 
( ¢ < 0.02) part where the small number of bonds resulted in poor statistics. 
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For different potent ials, it appeared that higher potcnti;::d corresponded to a 
higher average value of (cos2 0), which can be understood because particles 
were more likely to form chains parallel to the field direction at higher fields 
( ( cos2 B) = 1 for a perfect particle chain, along y axis and parallel to t he 
linear field). 
For larger particles (Figure 3.12), a significant decrease (roughly linear) in 
( cos2 B) is seen a t high fields. T he reason was closely related to that for the 
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Figure 3.12: Bond angle parameter vs volume fraction profile for Experiment. 
L1 (1.14 p,m) : here we can see even at high volume fraction, (cos2 B) still 
behaves linearly even the line starts to be tilted at high volume fraction and 
field . 
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nonlinearity of bond density profile in Experiment L 1: 
• Al high ¢. there is a systematic ITecL on both bond d nsity profile and 
( cos2 B) profil . 
- First, for large ¢ ( ¢ > 20% in Expo·imcnt L 1). there is a nonlin-
earity in bond density that arises from the onset of saturation of 
bonds (Figure 3.9). 
As thi happens, the yst m also evolves toward close-packing 
wher (co 2 B) = 0.5 for both random orientation as well as a 
hexagonal close packed structure. Thus at high ¢ ther is a sys-
t. .matic decrease in ( cos2 B). 
• At high fields , t he nonlinearity becomes more obviou in Exp riment 
L1 becau larger particles experi n e tronger attra Lion iuduced by 
external field. Therefore even at low ¢ we can see the nonlinearity of 
bond den. ity profile in Figure 3.9 and the dramatically high ( os2 B) in 
Figmc 3.12. providing the field is high enough . 
Because (cos2 B) vs ¢ profiles were generally linear for all xp riment.s, we 
took the intercept of linear fit , a0 as a r presentative value of ( o 2 B) (a:0 = 
( cos2 B) lci>=O). n0 is plotted vs A in Fignre 3.13 for all cxp rimcnts. The 
theoretical zero field value of a 0 should be 0.5 bccausr in 2 dimensions 
r 2n ') B dB J! cos-
o = 0.5 
27r 
(3.13) 
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Figure 3.13: a0 vs A: The data from three experiments basically fell on one 
curve, which might indicate the dipolar interaction are still applicable in our 
study. 
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However , our start ing value was always slight ly smaller than 0. 5 in all 3 ex-
periments, which we do not understand yet. 
If t he dipolar interaction was applicable in our case, we would expect a0 
plotted against the dipolar strength A. to be independent of particle size, i.e. 
the increase of a0 upon A. from all three linear experiments shall collapse 
onto one master curve. Because the orientations of bonds were more parallel 
to the field direction as the dipolar energy became stronger. In fact, the 
data in Figure 3.13 from linear field experiments of different particle sizes do 
collapse onto one curve. This suggests that the point-dipolar approximation 
in Equation 1.2 is applicable for the colloicls in om study. 
For rotating field in Experiment S2, a0 stayed almost steady over the whole 
range of applied field energy. This is expected because no direction in the 
x-y plane is preferred in a rota ting field. There was a slight decrease with 
increasing field energy. which is expected because the four clcctrocles cre-
ating the rotating field were not perfectly symmetric about the center (sec 
2.3.2) but wider separated in the direction perpendicular to the reference 
of 8 (i.e. t he averaged field direction actually slightly preferred X direction 
than y direction). To show the difference between linear and rotating fields 
in Experiment S2, we plotted a 0 vs (E2 ) for this experiment and show it in 
Figure 3.14. 
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Figme 3.14: Experiment 82 (0.77 Jt.m): n 0 vs (E2 ) . The linear o 0 stays 
constant and starts to increase linearly from approximately 350 (V / mm)2 , 
which can be considered as a threshold. The rotating a:0 is roughly con-
stant as expected. Here the maximum (FY), approximately 1200 (V / mm)2 , 
corresponds to A ;:::::; 5. 
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Pair Correlation Function 
We calculated the pair correlation in the three C'XpC'rimcnts according to the 
following procedure: 
• Pair correlation calculation. Use the same diameter and separation 
settings of IDL procedure as mentioned in 3.2.1, calculate g(r) with 
1 pixel resolution (i.e. ~r = 1 pixel. see 2.2.2 for more details) . We 
calculated the data for ¢ 0 = 5% for 0.77 I Llll particles (Experiments 1 
and 3) and ¢0 = 11% for 1.14fi.m part icles (Experiment 11), which both 
corresponded to approximately 600 particles in each frame of image. 
Since we obtained data at discrete values of ¢, we picked two ¢ values 
<Pa and ¢& enclosing ¢0 (i. e. ¢0 E (¢a, ¢&)) for each value of field to 
calculate g(r) at ¢0 by interpolation. 
• Load data into Igor Pro. Two columns of data, r (possible distan ·e 
between particles) and g(r), were produced from IDL calculation. They 
were named in sequence of field strength for the convenience of Igor Pro 
macros when looping over field energy. 
• First peak of g(r). Vle were interested in the value of the pair correlation 
function at the first peak (g( TJ)) and the corresponding position ('rf) , 
which indicated the most. probable distance between particles. We used 
macros to interpolate and smooth g(r). and found the 1·.r and g('r.r). By 
running the analysis in a loop for all the field values we applied, we 
obtained t he relation of TJ and g(1·1) versus i\ for <Pa and ¢&· We then 
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linearly fitted these data for ¢a and ¢b, then interpolate in order to 
obtain the value for ¢0 . 
Rcsul ts for Experiment S 1 arc shown in Figures 3.15 and 3.17. As we in-
creased the field , TJ deceased, and g(T1) increased. This is because the inter-
part icle attraction becomes stronger , and the part icles come closer to each 
other when t he field energy becomes stronger. The first peak at zero field, as 
shown in Figure 3.15, was not sharp, which led to a large and inaccurate 7'_r-
As the field energy was increased. 1·1 was relatively constant at r/ CJ ~ 1.6; it 
began to decrease toward 1 above A ;:::::; 6. On the other hand, g(TJ) stayed 
constant at approximately 1.05 - 1.10 and increased to approximately 1.35 
at higher fields. 
Results for Experiment 11 arc shown in Figures 3.16 and 3.17. As we in-
creased the field , TJ deceased gradually instead of having a steady range as 
Experiment 81 , and g(TJ) increased after a short steady range at t he begin-
ning A. 
We plot ·r1 and g(1·1) vs A for all linear experiments in Figures 3.17a and 
3.17b. By doing this, we can obtain the general information for all ex-
periments regardless of the different particle size used. There is no other 
similarity of TJ for Experiments 81 and 11 except both TJ collapse to 1 at 
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Figure 3.15: g(r) vs r/CJ in Experiment Sl. CJ here is particle diameter, 0.77 
fill. As we increased the field , TJ deceased, and g(TJ) increased. Because 
when field energy became stronger, the attraction between particles became 
stronger and came closer to each other. 
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high enough dipolar energy. The g('r1 ) for these two experiments increase 
similarly tow1:1rd 1:1 liquid-like state with incTei'lsing dipolar rn rgy. There is 
a systematic shift in g(r1) clue to the difference in local volume fraction ( ¢0) 
in the confocal images we used from S 1 and L 1. 
The results of Experiment S2 shows no obvious increase or decrea e of TJ 
or g( 1·1) npon A. This can be understood hrcausr in Experimrnt 2 we only 
increa8ecl A up to A::::::: 5, where for Experiment S1 (same particle size) I'J and 
g(TJ) are still steady. r1 of S2 collap e into that of S1 as expect d. However, 
g(TJ) is more sensitive to local volume fraction so that g(TJ ) of S2 does not 
perfectly collapse on S1 clue to errors in volume fraction determination. 
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Figure 3.17: Pair correlation function at the first peak for Experiments 81, 
82 and 11. The particle size (diameter) for Experiment 81 and 82 is 0.77 
J-Lm, and for Experiment 11 is 1.14 J-Lm. 
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-- -- ------------------------------------------------
Osmotic Compressibility 
We studied the equilibrium sedimentation profile of colloidal silica particles, 
using the vertical density profiles (see 2.2.2 and 3.1.3 for more details), to 
calculate isothermal osmotic compressibility of our colloidal system and to 
study its dependence on field energy. 
In a colloidal silica suspension at sedimentation equilibrium. we can measure 
the local particle density n(::;), where ::. is the vertical coordinate measured 
from the bottom of the sediment, and from it, calculate the osmotic pressure 
of the system II (z) . The osmotic equilibrium condition is [38], [39] 
dii (:::) ~ = -mgn(z) . (3 .14) 
Under isothermal conditions. II depends only on n ( z), therefore, Equation 
3.14 can be written as 
dn(z) _1 ( dz = -19 \T'Il :::) , (3 .15) 
where \"T = kBT(8II j8n)1: 1 is the isothermal osmotic compressibility, and 
l9 = k8 T jm,g is t he gravitational length. In the dilute gas limit (\~T = 1) we 
can obtain from Equation 3.15 the barometric law: 
n(:::) =n0 exp[- 1" ]. 
·g 
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(3. 16) 
We rewrite Equation 3.15 as 
ln(n(.:;)) = ln(no)- z t;/\T (3.17) 
for onr analysis below. 
The gravitational length lg for 0. 77 Jtlll particle is calculated to be 1.92 
~un. and for 1.14 ~Lm particle i 0.59 ~Lln. and the estimated error is 14%. 
vVe studied the top part of the sediments (the tail of the density profile 
in Figure 3.1 ), where colloidal particles were few enough to behave like fluid 
and we could fit to a exponential curve as Equation 3.16. W linearly fitted 
ln ¢ vs .:; (as shown in Equation 3.17) in tead of direct exponential fitting, 
which put mor weight for particle at higher ¢. ¢(.:;) and number density 
n(z) only differ in a constant. i.e. the single particle volume, so they arc 
equivalent for this purpose. 
\ Ve obtain cl the \ T from the slope of th linear fitting, plot Lhe \ T vs A 
in Figure 3.19 and observe the e effects: 
• With increasing field, \T increases almost linearly. This an be ex-
plaine l as: because of incr asing field energy, th . inter-particle attrac-
tion increa. es, so the colloids appear to be easier to compr s . i.e. a 
larger aJ par nt compressibility. 
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Figure 3.18: Experiment 81: ¢ vs Zp. \l\le observed that as we increase 
the field strength, the sedimentation profile b came sharper. This is clue 
to the incr asing dipolar attraction between the particles which makes the 
particles floating on the top sediment down. The sedimentation profiles here 
are inversed a.long z from original data for the convenience of XT calculation. 
The ''Range Interested'' is roughly the range for \:T calculation where the 
sedimentation profile is exponentially increa ing. Note that Zp is depth in 
real-space. Zp = z0 - z where z is shown in Equation 3.17 and z0 is a constant 
which does not affect our results. 
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of density profiles such as those in Figure 3.18) as a function of dipolar 
strength A. 
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• At zero field , all '\T are smaller t han 1, which means our systems cannot 
be considered as ideal gas or hard spheres at low ¢. Softness (i.e. the 
repulsion in interaction potential) is a possible reason for t he decrease of 
:\ T . Although our systems are very close to hard spheres ( "'-_, ~ 50mn), 
devia tions from ideal hard-sphere behaviors can cause small decrease 
in \ T· Indeed these devi<1.t ions are also observed in the position of the 
first peak of the pair correlation functions being much larger than 1 
(i.e. 1·J1a > 1). 
• \':T for 1.14 J.tm particles is systematically smaller than that for 0.77 
11.111 particles. This is reasonable bccanse at. a given number density, 
the effective hard-sphere repulsion is more important for larger spheres, 
which can make the colloidal system more difficult to compress, i.e. a 
smaller A.T · 
• The error in the determination of particle siz<' (within 5%) and material 
density can cause systematic error in the gravitational length l9 , which 
can affect our calculation . 
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3 .3 Conclusions 
In this thesis, we have synthesized fluorescent-labeled colloids, constructed 
samples and software for confocal microscopy experiments, and conducted 
experiments where we stucly the behavior of quiescent colloiclal secliments as 
well as the response of the colloiclal suspension to and external electric field. 
In the studies of quiescent colloidal sedimentation profiles, we observed un-
exp cted plateau region (Figure 3.18). A further analysis of the exponential 
region of these sedimentation profile· showed that the values of the isot her-
mal osmotic compressibility \ T at zero-field were smaller thEln 1 for both 
0. 77 {tll1 and 1.14 {till colloids (Figure 3.19), which indicated that our sys-
tems were not perfectly hard-sphere like. 
Next, we studied colloidal ordering in the presence of a high-frequency (MHz) 
AC field of variable strength characterized by a dipoh.r strength parameter 
A (because we assumed a dipolar inter-particle interaction). For our electric 
field studies, we used not only the pair correlation functions but also, various 
bond order parameters, and isothermal osmotic compressibility, which helped 
us to quantify field-induced structure. V/e did not know beforehand which 
order parameter would give us the most information. We tried two bond 
order parameters (bond density and bond angular parameters) as described 
below. 
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The bond density parameter {31 : T he plot of the bond density param-
eter (31 vs the dipolar energy parameter A diagram (Figure 3.10) exhibits a 
steady low field value for 0.77 pm experiments (81 and 82) . At high A, (31 
in both Experiments 81 and 11 rises to approximately 150% of the 7-ero field 
value. We were unable to increase the rotating fidel to a high value clue to 
sample-heating problems, so there is no high field data for Experiment 82. 
;31 from all experiments did not collapse into one curve, but t his is expected 
as (31 is sensit ive to the parameters chosen for bond density calculation; these 
parameters vary a bit from experiment to experiment. 
The bond angular parameter a 0 : The extrapolation of </>-dependence 
of (cos2 ()) to zero </>, a0 , turned out to be a self-consistent way to compare 
all experiment and superior to the bond density parameter ;31 . For exper-
iments where the (cos2 e) vs <P profiles were fiat' cto was also close to the 
average (cos2 e) . But we used a0 instead of average (cos2 e) because a0 is 
less sensit ive to the shape of ( cos2 e) vs <P profiles. We note the following: 
• For linear fields, a0 increases from random bond-orientation (a0 ~ 0.5) 
to highly anisotropic along the field direction ( a 0 > 0.8). All linear 
experiments (different particle sizes) lutcl (Yo vs A curves that collapsed 
onto one master curve (Figure 3.13). This is a strong indication that, at 
least at t hese field values, the dipolar approximation is valid. Moreover , 
the A parameter at the onset for chain formation is approximately 6 
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insteacl of 1. Thus although the dipolar 11,pproximation is valid, we 
must still view it as an effective dipolar interaction. 
• For rotating fields, bond orientation was absent as expected, cau mg 
a0 to be different from linear field results in the same sample (Figure 
3.14). 
In summary, we found that while {31 was very sensitive to software parame-
ters, cx0 was a robust parameter that accurately reflected colloidal response to 
11,n electric field. \iVhen plotted against a dipolar strength parameter (which 
has all particle size dependence absorbed), results for different particle sizes 
fall on one curve. This suggests strongly the validity of the dipolar interac-
tion. Moreover, we proved that we can switch the colloidal system between 
anisotropic phase and isotropic phase by switching the external electric field 
directions between linear and rotating. 
The pmr correlation funct ion g ( r): The results from pair correlation 
function calculation supported that as field energy increases, more parti-
cles come closer to each other clue to the increased inter-particle attraction. 
The position of the first peak of g(r ), ·r1, approached the particle diameters, 
i.e. 1"Jir:7---+ 1, as the external field was increased. The magnitude of g(rJ) 
also increased with field, with the structure approaching liquid-like behaviors 
(Figure 3.17). 
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The isothermal compressibility XT: In the presence of an external high-
frequency AC field, XT increased dramatically at moderate values of i\ (Fig-
ure 3.19). Increase in :\.T is reasonable: increasing i\ increases dipole-dipole 
interaction which compresses the colloidal sediment. 
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Outlook 
The experim<'nts d<'scrib<'d in this thesis quantify colloid structmc at low 
volume fraction in the presence of gravity and low electric fields. First 
the measurements presented make quantitative statements about structure 
in a quiescent colloidal sediment. Several questions remain to be lefinitively 
answered: 
• What causes the 1lateau region? \Ve already know that th r must 
be an inter-particle repulsion (from pair correlation as well as the less-
than-unity zero-field value of\ T ). Could this cause the plateau region 
or must van der Waals attraction be taken into account? Comparison 
of experiment.- with computer simulations currently nndrr way could 
shed light on this. 
• \iVhy is the isothermal compressibility:\. T al zero field lower than unity? 
The could be caused by the softness of the 7,ero-field interaction poten-
tial. Whil<' W<' estimated K.- 1 < 50 nm. we nevertheless observed that 
the first peak of pair correlation function g(r) was at 1·J1 CJ :::::::: 1.6 for 
0. 77 ~lm diameter colloidal particles. It is reasonable that softness de-
crease compressibility: again a comparison with simulation would be 
interesting. 
Second, while the field-induced structure appears to be consistent with dipo-
lar interaction, it is nevertheless curious Lhat colloids feel the presence of the 
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electric field 1'\t, A.~ 0(10) rather than 0(1). 
Finally. we sucres. fully tested modification of interactions in a rotating elec-
tric field. But we still have problem to solve such as: 
• modify cell to achieve higher fields. 
• study phase behavior in rotating fie] L . 
1-1 
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Appendix A 
IDL procedures 
" ; " corrunents text after which is not functioning 
pro nl_3dhisto 
· **************************** I 
;using eric week's ept3d . pro 
; calculating number density function along z direction 
;using 'nl6_zstack4_1to50 . tif' as an example image 
;created by ning li 1 july 17 1 2007 
·**************************** I 
n=99; number of frames- - the maximum z pixel 
bphi=[919 15] 
dia=[9 19 15] 
sep= [ 4 14 , 2] 
brightness=O 
binsize=2; binsize for both histogram and plot_hist 
dc=0 . 77; real coreshell particle d i ameter for nl9 
maxz=62 ; local z range where interested in 
minz=60; 
·**************************** I 
;n=99 ; number of frames--the maximum z pixel 
; bphi=[ll l ll , 7] 
;dia=[11 ~ 11 ~ 7J 
;sep=[5 15 13] 
;brightness=O ; for feature3d in the ept3d 
;binsize=4; binsize for h i stogram 
;dc=l.l4 ; real coreshell particle diameter for nl8 
;m=2;m is the amount of min of histogram shifted 
· ****************************************************** I 
** 
c=dialog_pickfile ( ) 
IF c eq ' ' Then Begin 
goto, finish 
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END IF 
filename=strsplit (c , '\',/extract) 
length=size(filename, / dimensions) 
tif_file=filename(length) 
dir=strjoin( [filename(O : length-2)], '\') 
res=strjoin ( [ 'pt', tif_file], '. ') 
ept3d, tif_file, bphi=bphi, dia=dia, sep=sep, 
masscut=brightness, / tiff 
;--skip this after run it once, to save some time--nl 
print, 'res=' ,res 
pt=read_gdf(res) 
help, pt 
ptxfile=strj oin ( [ 'ptx', tif_file, 'txt'], ' . ') 
;write_text, pt, ptxfile;------- 7 columns 
window,O, xsize=512, ysize=512 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
plot_hist , pt(O,*) mod 1 
window,1, xsize=512, ysize=512 
thiswindowindex1 = !D. window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
plot_hist,pt(1 , *) mod 1 
window,2, x size=512, ysize=512 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
plot_hist,pt(2,*} mod 1 
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window,3 , xsize=512, ysize=512 
thiswindowindexl = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
plot , pt(3,*) ,pt(4,*), /ynozero , psym=3 , chars=2 
; brightness (x ) vs . radius of gyration (y) 
z=pt(2 , *) 
zl=min(z , max=z2) 
; print 1 I z= I 1 Z 
print f I z2= I f z2 1 I zl= I 1 zl 
histol = histogram(z, binsize=binsize, min=O, max=100) 
;histo2 = histogram(z, binsize=binsize, min=m, max=lOO) 
shl=size(histol,/dimensions) 
print , 1 I size of his tol= 1 , shl 
;sh2=size(histo2,/dimensions) 
; print , 1 /size of histo2= 1 , sh2 
histl=fltarr(2, shl) 
histl(O ~ * )=binsize*indgen(shl) 
histl(l,*)=histol 
;print, 1 hist1(0)= 1 , histl(O ~ *) I 1 hist1(1)= 1 ,histl(l, *) 
;hist2=fltarr(2, sh2) 
;hist2(0,*)=binsize*indgen(sh2)+m 
;hist2(1~*)=histo2 
window , 4 , xsize=512 , ysize=512 
thiswindowindexl = !D. window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
plot, histl(O , *) , histl ( l , * ) 
;write_bmp , lnl9b1_3dhisto .bmpl I TVRD() 
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------------------------------------
;window,S, xsize=512, ysize=512 
;thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
;wset = thiswindowindex1 
;plot, hist2(0,*), hist2(1 , *) 
; *****print z histogram to file, for 
igor***************** 
GET_LUN, lun1 
openw, l un1 , 
'C:\ning\IDL\procedures\nl9b2\3dhisto_280v_zstack1 . dat' 
printf, lun1, hist1;, hist2 
free_lun , lun1 
·****************************************************** 
' 
num=total(histo1) ; 2 means total of each colum 
;num=num(1); where dose 600 comes from?? as the output 
of 'total' is: 600 1383 
; print, 'num=', num 
x1=min(pt(0,*) ,max=x2) 
y1=min(pt(1 , *) ,max=y2) 
;the white dots(cores) are more close to 0.6um rather 
than O.Sum under confocal 
lx=(x2-x1)*0.086; 0.086 micron per pixel, from 11.64 
pixels per micron for 700x700;11.64 comes from 
nl_ztracker .pro (dip coating ) 
ly=(y2-yl)*0 . 086 
print , 'lx= ' , lx, 'ly=' , ly 
;---------lz = or < lzO-----------------
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spli t=strspli t ( tif_file, ' . ' , /extract) 
join=strjoin( [split(O), 'csv'], '. ') 
temp = ASCII_TEMPLATE(join) 
depth=read_ascii(join, template=temp) 
z0=depth.field3 
lzmax=max(zO) 
print, 'lzmax=', lzmax 
lzmin=min ( zO) 
print, 'lzmin=', lzmin 
lzO=lzmax-lzmin 
print,' lzO=', lzO 
;-------lzO is the depth of the whole z stack---------
rz=lzO/n; exactly how many micron per pixel in z 
direction 
lz=(z2-zl)*rz 
print, 'lz=', lz 
vol=lx*ly*lz ;as you increase field, the vf increases 
because the lz get smaller(thickness of particle part 
shrinked) 
;vol=lx*ly*lOO;thickness of capilary 
density=num/vol 
print, 'number density=', density, 'particles per cubic 
micron' 
vf=100*density*3.14159265*(dcA3)/6; vf means volume 
fraction 
print, 'volume fraction=', vf, ' %' 
; -------now think about any certain range in 
histol----------
histo9= histogram(z, binsize=binsize, min=minz, 
max=maxz) 
print, 'histo9=', histo9 
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print , 'size of histo9= ', size(histo9) 
num2=total(histo9 , 1) ; total (histo9 , 2) will give an 
error 
print , 'num2=' , num2 ; seems now the histo9 is really 
one column , but why not before (histol)? 
lz2=(maxz-minz)*rz 
pri nt , 'lz2= ', lz2 
vol2=lx*ly*lz2 
print, 'vol2 =' , vol2 
dens i ty2=num2/vol2 
print , ' number dens i ty #2=', density2, 'particles per 
cubic micron' 
vf2=100*density2*3 . 14159265*(dcA3) / 6; vf means volume 
fraction 
print , ' volume fraction #2=' , vf2 , '% ' 
print, 'num=' , num 
finish : 
end 
pro nl_3dpreview 
· ********************************** I 
;in the purpose of checking zstack image and then 
$decide the brightness , diameter and separation of 
particles 
;using bpass3d, feature3d and fover3d 
; created by ning li , june 2007 
· ********************************************* I 
bright=lOOO ; ---- - ------masscut for feature3d 
dx=9 ; ----- -- ------diameter in x andy direction , same 
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for sperical 
dy=9 
dz=5;------------------diameter in z direction 
sx=4;--------------separation in x andy used in 
feature/feature3d 
sy=4 
sz=2;-------------------separation 1n z 
tf=40;-----------------tested frame # to be displayed 
xscale=l ; -------------xscale for yslice 
zscale=2;-------------zscale for yslice 
nys=350;number of yslice cut 
·********************************** I 
c=dialog_pickfile() 
IF c eq I I Then Begin 
goto, finish 
END IF 
a = readtiffstack(c) 
restart : 
window,O, xsize=700 , ysize=700 
thiswindowindexl = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
tvscl,a(*,*,tf) 
help, a 
;profiles , a 
window, 1, xsize=700, ysize=700 
thiswindowindexl = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
tvscl,big(a(*,*,tf)) 
profiles,big(a(*,*,tf)) 
window, 2, xsize=700 , ysize=250 
thiswindowindexl = !D . window 
wset = thiswindowindexl 
yslice,a,nys,xscale=xscale,zscale=zscale,resu l t 
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profiles, result 
write_bmp, 'nl9b1_yslice.bmp', TVRD() 
dialog1=dialog_message('Do you want to change 
diameter?', /QUESTION ) 
if (dialog1 eq 'Yes') then goto , finish 
cancel : 
wdelete 
wdelete 
wdelete 
; window , 3, xsize=700 , ysize=700 
;thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
;wset = thiswindowindex1 
b=bpass3d(a, [1,1,1], [dx,dy,dz]) 
;tvscl,big(b(*,*,tf)) 
fe=feature(b(*,*,tf), dx) 
window, 4, xsize=700, ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
plot,fe(2,*) ,fe(3,*) ,psym=6 
window, 5 , xsize=700 , ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D. window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
fe1 = feature(b(*,*,tf), dx , dz, masscut=bright) 
foO = fover2d(a(*,*,tf), fe1, / circle) 
dialog3=dialog_message('Do you wish to change bright?', 
/QUESTION) 
if (dialog3 eq 'Yes') then goto, finish 
dialog2=dialog_message('Do you wish to continue with 
3Dtracking?', /QUESTION ) 
if (dialog2 eq 'No') then goto, finish 
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--------------------
window, 6 , xsize=700, ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
f = feature3d(b, [dx,dy,dz], sep=[sx , sy,sz], 
masscut=bright, thresh=0 . 25 ) 
p1ot_hist,f(O,*) mod 1 
window, 8, xsize=700 , ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
p1ot_hist,f(1,*) mod 1 
window, 9, xsize=700 , ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
plot_hist,f(2,*) mod 1 
dialog3=dialog_message('Are you happy with the 
histograms?', /QUESTION ) 
if (dialog3 eq 'No') then goto, finish 
fo1=fover3d(a , f, / big) 
movie,fo1 
window, 7, xsize=700 , ysize=700 
thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
wset = thiswindowindex1 
fo2=transpose(fo1 , [0,2 , 1]) 
fo3=rebin(fo2,1400,100,1400) ;fo1 already is big/twice 
scaled in xy by fover3d----use to be (1400,100,1400) 
for 700 image 
movie ,fo3 
finish: 
end 
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pro nl_bondensity 
· ************************************************ I 
;to calcul ate bond (whi ch is formed by two jointed 
part icles due to electric 
; field along y axis ) density and average bond angle . 
;created by ning li on Aug 22 , 2007 
·****************************************************** I 
;for nl9b1&2 
·****************************************************** I 
; n=399 ;- --- - - - - -- -- --------number of frames, start from 
zero 
;d=9;----------- - ----- --- -particle diameter in image 
;s=9 ;---- -- - - -------- - ----an optional parameter which 
specifies the minimum allowabl e separation between 
feature centers . the default value is diameter+1 . 
; b=3500 ; -------- - - -- - - -- - -brightness cutoff 
; maxdisp=3 ; ---------------the maximum disp l acement a 
particle can move in one frame in pixels 
; good=3 ; ------------ -- -- --any particle existing in less 
frames than the number set for good will not be counted 
in hn_track . pro 
; mem=2 ; ----- -- - -- ---------if the particle reappears 
after this number of frames has elapsed, it will be 
tracked as a new particle 
; noi se=1 ; ----------- - - ----characteristic lengthscale of 
noise in pixels, used in dgfilter .pro (generally 1, 1 
pixel noise) 
;rmax=11.0;---- --- - -------maximum bond length 
·*************************************************** I 
;for nl8b 
· ****************************************************** I 
n=399;--------------------number of frames , start from 
zero 
d=11 ; ------ -- ------ --- ----particle diameter in image 
s=13 ; ---------------------an optional parameter which 
specifies the minimum allowable separation between 
feature centers . the default value is diameter+1 . 
;the g(r) shows the first peak is 14, between sep (13) 
and rmax (15) 
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b=18000;------------------brightness cutoff 
maxdisp=3;-------- ------- the maximum displacement a 
particle can move in one frame in pixels 
good=3;------------------any particle existing in less 
frames than the number set for good will not be counted 
in hn_track.pro 
mem=2;-------------------if the particle reappears 
after this number of frames has elapsed, it will be 
tracked as a new particle 
noise=1;-----------------characteristic lengthscale of 
noise in pixels, used in dgfilter.pro (generally 1, 1 
pixel noise) 
rrnax=16.0;---------------rnaxirnurn bond length 
·*************************************************** I 
c=dialog_pickfile() 
if c eq ' ' then begin 
goto, finish 
endif 
filenarne=strsplit(c, '\' , /extract) 
length=size(filenarne,/dirnensions) 
tif_file=filenarne(length) 
restart:for i=O,n do begin 
pretrack_thresholds ,i, c,d,s,b,noise 
frarne=string(i) 
frarne=strjoin(['Frarne ' ,frame],'') 
box=dialog_rnessage(frarne,/information, / cancel) 
if (box eq 'Cancel') then begin 
goto, cancel 
endif 
endfor 
resp=dialog_rnessage('Are you finished 
checking?', / QUESTION) 
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if (resp eq 'No') then goto, restart 
cancel: wdelete 
wdelete 
wdelete 
wdelete 
·*** ********* I particle identify 
finished******************** 
a=dialog_message('Do you wish to continue with bond 
density calculation?' , /question) 
if (a eq ' No') then goto, finish 
ptfile=strjoin( [ 'pt' ,tif_file, 'gdf'], '. ') 
split=strsplit(tif_file, '.',/extract) ;not used 
hpretrack,tif_fi le, bplo=noise, bphi=d, dia=d, sep=s, 
mass=b, /tiff , /multi 
pt=read_gdf(ptfile) 
t=track(pt , maxdisp,goodenough=good,memory=mem) 
; ***********7 columns of data 
taken********************* 
f=max(t(S,*)); f+l is total frame# 
rmax2=rmax"2 
sl=size(t(O:l,*), /dimensions ) ;total row# (particle#) 
for all frames 
fbd=fltarr(l) 
for j=O, f do begin 
wl=where(t(S,*) eq j) 
coord=t(O : l, wl) ;x andy data in each frame 
ids=t(6, wl); particle IDs for each frame 
s=size(coord,/dimensions) ;particle# in one frame 
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count=lonarr(s(1)) 
;print, 'count=', count 
for k=1, s(1) -1 do begin;shift s(1) make no change 
coordij=(coord(*,*)-shift(coord(*,*), 0, 
r2=total(coordij,1) 
w=where(r2 lt rmax2) 
if (total(w) ne -1) then begin 
count(w)=1 
endif 
end for 
fbd=temporary(fbd)+total(count)/s{1); fbd means 
frame bond density 
end for 
bd=fbd/(f+1); need not to devided by 2 
print, 'bd=', bd 
finish: 
end 
pro nl_bondtheta 
·************************************************ 
' 
;to calculate bond (which is formed by two jointed 
particles due to electric 
;field along y axis) density and average bond angle. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------
; created by ning li on Aug 22 , 2007 
·****************************************************** I 
;for nl9bl 
· ************************************************** I 
;n=399;--- - ------------ - - --number of frames, start from 
zero 
;d=9;-------- - - -----------particle diameter in pixels 
; s=9 ; ---------------------an optional parameter which 
specifies the minimum allowable separation between 
feature centers . the default value is diameter+l . 
;b=lOOOO;------------------brightness cutoff 
;~axdisp=3;---------------the maximum displacement a 
particle can move in one frame in pixels 
;good=3;------------------any particle existing in less 
frames than the number set for good will not be counted 
in hn_track .pro 
;mem=2 ; ------------------- i f the particle reappears 
after this number of frames has elapsed , it will be 
tracked as a new particle 
;noise=l ; -----------------characteristic lengthscale of 
noise in pixels, used in dgfilter .pro (generally 1, 1 
pixel noise) 
; rmax=11.0 ; ---------------maxi mum radius 
· *************************************************** I 
; for nl8b 
·****************************************************** I 
n=399 ; --------------------number of frames , start from 
zero 
d=l1;---------------------particle diameter in image 
s=13 ; ---------------------an optional parameter which 
specifies the minimum a l lowable separation between 
feature centers . the default value i s diameter+1. 
b=10000;------------------brightness cutoff 
maxdisp=3; ---- --- -- -- - ---the maximum displacement a 
particle can move in one frame i n pixels 
good=3;----------- - - -- ---any particle existing in less 
frames than the number set for good will not be counted 
in hn_track.pro 
mem=2 ; ------- -- ----- - ----i f the part i cle reappears 
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after this number of frames has elapsed, it will be 
tracked as a new particle 
noise=1;-----------------characteristic lengthscale of 
noise in pixels, used in dgfilter . pro (generally 1 , 1 
pixel noise) 
rmax=16.0;---------------maximum bond length 
· *************************************************** 
' 
c=dialog_pickfile() 
if c eq ' ' then begin 
goto, finish 
endif 
filename=strsplit (c, '\',/extract) 
length=size(filename,/dimensions) 
tif_file=filename(length) 
;restart:for i=O,n do begin 
;pretrack_thresholds ,i,c,d,s,b,noise 
;frame=string(i) 
;frame=strjoin(['Frame' , frame],'') 
;box=dialog_message(frame , /information , /cancel) 
;if (box eq 'Cancel ' ) then begin 
;goto, cancel 
; endif 
;endfor 
;res=dialog_message('Are you finished 
checking?', /QUESTION ) 
; if (res eq 'No') then goto, restart 
;cancel : wdelete 
;wdelete 
;wdelete 
; wdelete 
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;************particle identify 
finished******************** 
a=dialog_message('Do you wish to continue with bond 
angle calculation?' ,/question) 
if (a eq 'No') then goto, finish 
res=strjoin( [ 'pt' ,tif_file, 'gdf'], '. ') 
split=strsplit (tif_file, '.',/extract) 
;hpretrack,tif_file, bplo=l, bphi=d, dia=d, sep=s, 
mass=b, /tiff,/multi 
pt=read_gdf(res) 
t=track(pt,maxdisp,goodenough=good,memory=mem) 
;***********7 columns of data 
taken********************* 
f=max(t(S,*)); f+l is total frame# 
rmax2=rmax" 2 
histo=fltarr(l) 
cost=fltarr (1) 
sint=fltarr(l) 
;sl=size(t(O:l,*), /dimensions) ;total row# (particle 
#) for all frames 
for j=O, f do begin 
wl=where(t(S,*) eq j) 
coord=t(O:l, wl);x andy data in each frame 
s=size(coord,/dimensions) ;particle# in one frame 
for k=l, s(l)-1 do begin;shift s(l) make no change 
coordij=(coord(*,*)-shift(coord(*,*), 0, 
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k)) /\ 2 
r2=total(coordij 1 1) 
w=where(r2 lt rmax2) 
if (total(w) eq -1) then goto 1 endshift 
sz=size(w 1 /dimensions) 
yij=coordij(1 1 W) 
xij=coordij (0 1 w) 
rij=r2(w) 
costheta=yij / rij 
sintheta=xij / rij 
cost=temporary(cost)+total(costheta) 
sint=temporary(sint)+total(sintheta) 
histo=temporary(histo)+sz; 
endshift : 
end for 
end for 
co=cost / histo 
si=sint / histo 
print I I co= I I co I I co+si= I I co+si; I si= I I si I 
finish: 
end 
pro nl_ericgr2d 
· ****************************************************** I 
;to apply ericgr2d.pro and calculate pair correlation 
function calculation g(r) 
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;created by ning li 
;last modified at june 18 , 2007 
·**************************************************** * * , 
n=19 ; --------------------number of frames, start from 
zero 
d=9;-- ------ ------------ - particle diameter in image 
s=9;---------------------an optional parameter which 
specifies the minimum al l owable separation between 
feature centers . the default value is diameter+1 . 
b=5750;------------------brightness cutoff 
max disp=3;- - - --- - - -------the maximum displacement a 
particle can move in one frame in pixels 
good=3;------------------any particle existing in less 
frames than the number set for good will not be counted 
in hn_ track.pro 
mem=2;--------------- - ---if the particle reappears 
after this number of frames has elapsed, it will be 
tracked as a new particle 
noise=1 ; -------------- -- -characteristic lengthscale of 
noise in pix els, used in dgfilter . pro (generally 1, 1 
pixel noise) 
dr=l ; ----------------deltar , i . e . bins i ze 
rmax=100 . 0 ;- ----- --- - - - -- -maximum radius 
·*************************************************** , 
; 'please go to $$$$$$$ to change output data file 
first ' 
c=dialog_pickfile() 
IF c eq ' ' Then Begin 
goto, finish 
END IF 
filename=strsplit(c , '\', / extract) 
length=size ( filename , / d i mensions ) 
tif_ file=filename(length) 
restart:FOR i=O,n DO BEGIN 
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pretrack_thresholds,i,c,d,s,b,noise 
frame=string(i) 
frame=strjoin(['Frame' ,frame],'') 
box=dialog_message(frame , /information , /cancel) 
if (box eq 'Cancel') then begin 
goto, cancel 
endif 
END FOR 
res=dialog_message('Are you finished 
checking?', /QUESTION ) 
if (res eq 'No') then goto, restart 
cancel:wdelete 
wdelete 
wdelete 
wdelete 
;****** ****** this part is doing particle 
identify******************** 
a=dialog_message('Do you wish to continue with pair 
correlation function?' ,/question) 
if (a eq 'No') then goto, finish 
res=s trj oin ( [ I pt I I ti f_file I I gdf I ] I 1 • I ) 
split=strsplit(tif_file, '.',/extract) 
;hpretrack,tif_file, bplo=l, bphi=d, dia=d, sep=s, 
mass=b, /tiff, /multi 
pt=read_gdf(res) 
;t=track(pt,maxdisp,goodenough=good,memory=mem) 
gr = ericgr2d(pt,rmin=O . O,rmax=rmax,deltar=dr) ;, /track) 
;deltar is close to numsteps=5000 in nl_rdf_stack.pro 
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;decreasing deltar (binsize) here (0.01 by defult) will 
decrease the time running the procedure and make the 
result less noisy 
;window,4, xsize=700, ysize=512 
;thiswindowindex1 = !D.window 
;wset = thiswindowindex1 
;plot,gr(O , *) ,gr(1,*) ,xtitle='r' ,ytitle='g(r)' 
;---------it take too long to plot this 
GET_LUN, lun1 
openw , l un1 , 
'C : \ning\IDL\procedures\nl9b2\gre_240v_rts2.dat' 
;s=size(gr, / dimensions) 
;for l=long(O) ,s(1)-1 do begin 
;printf, lun1, gr(O,l) ,gr(1,l) 
;endfor 
printf, lun1, gr 
free_lun, lun1 
finish: 
end 
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Appendix B 
Igor Pro procedures 
// for bl calculation. " // "comments the t ext after which 
is not functioning . 
Macro bdlinear() 
Variable i , j 
Variable row=lO , col=ll 
String s 
make / o / n=(row) bdtemp, vftemp , vfwt 
make / o / n=(col) coefO , coefl, coef2 sigmaO , sigmal , 
sigma2 
i=O 
do 
/ I=l / D 
bdtemp=bdmatrix[x] [i] 
vftemp=vfmatrix[x] [i ] 
//vfwt=vfsqrt[ x ] [i] / 4 . 74666 // for slope 
//vfwt=vfsqrt[x ] [i] / 6 . 5 8 695 // for intercept 
vfwt=vfsqrt [x] [i] / 3 . 59414 // for poly Kl 
//CurveFit l i ne bdtemp / X= vftemp / D 
//CurveFit / X=l line bdtemp / X=vftemp /W=vfwt 
KO = 0; 
Make / 0 / T/ N=2 T_Constraints 
T_Constraints[O] = {"Kl > 0", "K2 < 0"} 
//CurveFit / H="100" poly 3, 
bdtemp / X=vftemp / D / C=T_Constraints 
CurveFit / H="100" poly 3, 
bdtemp /X=vftemp /W=vfwt / I=l / D / C=T_Constraints 
coefO[i]=W_coef[O] 
coefl[i]=W_coef[l] 
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End 
coef2[i]=W_coef[2] 
sigmaO[i]=w_sigma[O] 
sigmal[i]=w_sigma[l] 
sigma2[i]=w_sigma[2] 
I /bdmatrix [*] [i] *= (coefl [OJ /W_coef [1]) 
i+=l 
while(i<(col)) 
//Display bdmatrix[*] [0] vs vfmatrix[*) [OJ 
//j=l 
I /do 
//AppendToGraph bdmatrix[*] [j] vs vfmatrix[*] [j] 
//s="bdmatrix#" + num2str(j) 
//ModifyGraph mode=4, marker($s)=j 
//j+=l 
I /while (j< (col)) 
//Wavestats sigmaO 
Wavestats sigmal 
//Wavestats sigma2 
Display coefl vs energy 
ModifyGraph mode=3 
ErrorBars coefl Y,wave=(sigmal,sigmal) 
//Display coef2 vs energy 
//ModifyGraph mode=3 
//ErrorBars coef2 Y,wave=(sigma2,sigma2) 
//for aO calculation 
Macro btline () 
Variable i 
Variable row=lO, col=ll 
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String s 
rnake / o / n=(row) btternp, vfternp, vfwt 
rnake / o / n=(col) bty, btysigrna, btslope, 
btslopesigrna,chi 
do 
vfternp / D 
vfternp / D 
i=O 
btternp=btrnatrix[x] [i] 
vfternp=vfrnatrix[x] [i] 
//vfwt=vfsqrt[x] [i] / 1.29696 // for bty 
vfwt=vfsqrt[x] [i]*l . 12281/ / for btslope 
//vfwt=vfsqrt[x] [i]*1.28957 
// kl=O 
//CurveFit / X=l / H="Ol" line btternp [5,0] / X= 
//CurveFit / X=l line btternp [5,0] / X= 
//CurveFit / X=l line btternp / X=vfternp / D 
CurveFit / X=l line 
btternp / X=vfternp / W=vfwt /I=l / D 
//CurveFit / X=l / H="Ol" line 
btternp / X=vfternp /D 
//CurveFit / X=l / H="Ol" line 
btternp / X=vfternp / W=vfwt / I=l / D 
bty[i]=W_coef[O] 
btysigrna[i]=W_sigrna[O] 
btslope[i]=W_coef[l] 
btslopesigrna[i]=W_sigrna[l] 
chi[i]=V_chisq/V_npnts 
//btrnatrix [*] [i]-=(W_coef[O]-bty[O]) 
i+=l 
while(i<(col)) 
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End 
//Display btmatrix [ * J [OJ vs vfmatrix[ * J [OJ 
// i=l 
I ! do 
//AppendToGraph btmatrix [ * ) [ i] vs v f matr i x[*) [i] 
// s="btmatrix#" + num2str(i) 
//ModifyGraph mode=4 , marker($s)=i 
// i+=l 
I /while (i < (c ol)) 
//wavestats btysigma 
wavestats btslopesigma 
//Display bty vs fields 
//ModifyGraph mode=3 
//ErrorBars bty Y,wave=(btysigma,btysigma) 
//wavestats chi 
// for g(r) calculation 
Macro paircorrelation() 
Variable i 
Variable rmax=101, grnum=ll 
String rstr, grstr, ipstr, smstr 
make / o / n=(grnum) grfp, rfp 
i=O 
do 
rstr="r"+ num2str(i)+"a" 
grstr="gr" + num2str(i)+"a" 
ipstr="gr" + num2str(i)+"a_L" 
smstr="gr" + num2str(i)+"a_L_smth" 
// rstr="r"+ num2str(i)+"b" 
//grs tr="gr" + num2s t r(i)+"b" 
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End 
//ipstr= "gr" + nurn2str(i)+"b_L" 
//srnstr= "gr" + nurn2str(i)+"b_L_srnth" 
Interpolate2/T=l/N=1000/Y= $ipstr $rstr, $grstr 
Duplicate / 0 $ipstr, $srnstriDelayUpdate 
Srnooth/B 15, $srnstr 
Findpeak /M=0 .5 $srnstr 
grfp[i]=V_PeakVal 
rfp[i]=V_ PeakLoc 
i+=l 
while ( i< ( grnurn) ) 
Display grfp vs fields 
Display rfp vs fields 
Display grOa_L_srnth vs rO 
//Display grOb_ L_ srnth vs rO 
i=l 
do 
srnstr="gr" + nurn2str(i)+"a_L_srnth" 
// srnstr="gr" + nurn2str(i)+"b_L_srnth" 
AppendToGraph $srnstr 
i+=l 
while(i< (grnurn)) 
vs rO 
// interpolating g(r) for fO 
Macro avgr () 
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End 
Variable i 
Variable grnum=ll 
Variable vf=0.5 // for expt 1,3 
Variable dia=0.77*11 . 64 //diameter in pixels 
make / o / n=(2) rcfp, grcfp, vfgrc 
make / o / n=(grnum) avrfp , avgrfp 
i=O 
do 
rcfp[O]=rafp[i] 
rcfp[l]=rbfp[i] 
grcfp[O]=grafp[i] 
grcfp[l]=grbfp[i] 
vfgrc[O]=vfgra[i] 
vfgrc[l]=vfgrb[i] 
CurveFit / X=l line rcfp / X=vfgrc / D 
avrfp[i]=(fit_rcfp(vf) ) / dia 
CurveFit / X=l line grcfp / X=vfgrc / D 
avgrfp[i]=fit_ grcfp(vf) 
i+=l 
while(i<(grnum)) 
display avrfp vs energy 
ModifyGraph mode=3,rgb=(0 , 0,0) 
display avgrfp vs energy 
ModifyGraph mode=3 , rgb=(0,0,0) 
// c T calculation 
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Macro lnexpf it ( ) 
Variable i 
Variable col=ll 
String vfstr , zpstr , vfintstr, vftpstr, fitvfstr, 
vfgraphstr, lnvftpstr 
make l o l n=(col) vfound, vfcoefO, vfsigmaO, vfcoefl, 
vfsigmal , vfchi 
i=O 
do 
vfstr="vf"+num2str(i) 
zpstr="zp"+num2str(i) 
lnvftpstr="lnvf"+num2str(i) 
vftpstr="vf"+num2str(i)+" _ L" 
vfintstr="vf"+num2str(i)+"_L_INT" 
ll fitvfstr="fit_vf"+num2str(i)+" _ L" 
fitvfstr="fit_lnvf"+num2str(i) 
vfgraphstr="vfgraph_ " + num2str(i) 
II ; ; II Sort i R $zstr $vfstr 
Interpolate2 1T=l i N=lOOO I Y=$vftpstr $zpstr, $vfstr 
Integrate $vftpstr i D=$vfintstr 
findvalue l t=0.002 lv=O.ll $vfintstr 
vfound[i]=V_value 
IIMake i DI N=2 10 W_ coef 
IIW_coef[O] = {1 , 20} 
IIFuncFit ning_exp W_ coef $vftpstr[ O,V_value] I D 
Duplicate i O $vftpstr $lnvftpstr 
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- ------- - - - - ---------
$lnvftpstr=l n($vftpstr) 
Duplicate / 0 $vf t pstr vfwt 
vfwt=l / (sqrt($vf tpstr)*42 . 6835) // 42. 7 is to make 
vfsigmal have the same v_avg=0 . 0066 
//CurveFit line $lnvftpstr[O , V_ value ] / D 
CurveFit line 
$lnvftpstr[O , v_ val ue] / W=vfwt / I=l / D 
vfcoefO [ i]=W_coef[O] 
vfs i gmaO[i]=W_s i gma[O] 
vfcoefl[i]=W_ coef [ l ] 
vfsigmal[i ] =W_ sigma[l] 
//vfchi[i]=V_chisq/ V_npnts 
// d i splay/ n=$vfgraphstr $vfstr vs $zpstr// " / n": 
flag the graph 
display/ n=$vfgraphstr $lnvf t ps t r 
Modi fyGraph mode=3 
appendtograph $fitvfstr 
ModifyGraph rgb ($fitvfstr) = (0,15872,65 28 0 ) 
ModifyGraph width={Aspect,l} 
/ / ModifyGraph log (left ) =l 
i+=l 
while(i < (col)) 
//Display vfcoefO vs fields 
//ModifyGraph mode=3 
Display vfcoe fl vs energy 
ModifyGraph mode=3 
//Display v f ound v s fi eld s 
//wavestats v f sigmaO 
wavestats vfsigmal 
//wave stats vfchi 
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End 
//close a series of opened windows in Igor Pro 
Macro kill_vfwindows() 
Variable i 
Variable col=ll 
String vfgraphstr 
i=O 
do 
vfgraphstr= "vfgraph_" + num2str(i) 
End 
DoWindow/ K $vfgraphstr 
i+=l 
while (i< (col)) 
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